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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
Introduction 
Northern Ottawa County, Oklahoma, is important as the 
site of extensive commercial exploitation of zinc and lead 
ores from the Tri-State District. These ore deposits are 
largely confined to the Mississippian Boone Formation. As a 
result, the literature contains many studies on mining 
geology, local structures, a~d Boone Formation stratigraphy. 
Comparatively little has been published, however, concerning 
the sedimentation, petrography, and diagenesis of the Boone 
Formation, or its various members. The Short Creek Oolite 
Member of the Boone Formation was chosen for such a study 
because of its unique lithologic character, and because it 
has been mapped on the surface. 
The Short Creek Oolite is a thin, but persistent bed of 
oolitic limestone which outcrops widely along the Neosho and 
Spring Rivers, and their tributaries, in Ottawa County, 
Oklahoma. The unit is also exposed to the south in Delaware 
County, Oklahoma and in southwest Missouri; 
in the subsurface of southeast Kansas. 
1 
it is also known 
2 
Location of Study Area 
The area under investigation is located in eastern and 
southeastern Ottawa County, Oklahoma <Figure 1). Adjacent 
areas in Delaware County, Oklahoma, and in Kansas and 
Missouri have been visited during the course of this 
investigation, but exposures of the Short Creek Oolite are 
mainly limited to the indicated area. 
After investigating many different exposures, three out-
crops were selected for detailed study. Their locations are 
presented as follows: Outcrop 1 is located at NEl/4, Sec.29, 
T27N, R24E, and occurs along the east bank of the Neosho 
River a few hundred feet upstream of its confluence with the 
Spring River; Outcrop 2 is located at NEl/4, NWl/4, Sec.13, 
T26N, R23E, and occurs along a nameless tributary to the 
head-waters of Grand Lake; \ Outcrop 3 is located at SW1/4, 
NWl/4, Sec.35, T27N, R24E, and occurs along State Highway 10 
about 2 miles southeast of Wyandotte, Oklahoma. 
Physiography 
The northeastern Oklahoma study area occurs on the 
southwestern flank of the Ozark uplift. The Ozark uplift is 
a broad asymmetric dome occupying an area of approximately 
40,000 square miles in Missouri, Arkansas, and Oklahoma 
<Huffman, 1958, p. 10) • The axis of the structure trends 
northeast, passing through the St. Francis Mountains of 
eastern Missouri, and plunges south.west into northeastern 
Figure i. Location of northeastern Oklahoma study area 
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The physiographic divisions of the Ozark region are 
illustrated in Figure 2. 
Salem Plateau and the St. 
The uplift is divided into the 
Francis Mountains of eastern 
Missouri, the Springfield Plateau of Missouri, Arkansas, and 
Oklahoma, and the Boston Mountains of Arkansas and eastern 
Oklahoma. The Ozark region is bounded on the southeast by 
the Gulf Coastal Plain, on the south by the Arkansas Valley, 
and on the west by the Osage Plains. 
Methodology 
Field work in the study area and adjacent areas began in 
1983 with a study of the various Boone Formation members and 
their lithologic characteristics. Many outcrops of the Boone 
Formation exposed along the Spring and Neosho Rivers above 
Grand Lake were visited by canoe. Once the Short Creek 
Oolite was chosen as a thesis topic, emphasis in the field 
was shifted to the location and description of Short Creek 
outcrops. 
Three outcrops were chosen for detailed study, based on 
the quality of the exposure, and their overland accessi-
bility. The outcrops were walked laterally as much as was 
feasible and were measured and described in detail. Samples 
were collected from the base, middle, and top of the Short 
Creek Oolite at each outcrop, as well as from unique or 
Figure 2. Physiographic subdivisions of the Ozark region 
(Source: McKnight and Fischer, 1970) 
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interesting points in the Short Creek section. In addition, 
samples were collected from adjacent strata, with careful 
attention paid to collecting representative samples of the 
overall lithology, and the lithology near contacts with other 
stratigraphic µnits. The samples were slabbed and selected 
thin sections were made. 
Representatives of each sample were chosen for analysis 
by X-ray diffraction. The rock was pulverized in a Spex Mix-
Ball Mill, and then ground by mortar and pestle. Samples 
were prepared for use in random powder analysis. A Phillips 
Random Powder Diffractometer was used to analyze each sample 
for 20 angles ranging from 20 to 35 degrees, 
characterize the gross carbonate mineralogy. 
in order to 
The results 
were assembled for use during petrographic analysis of se-
lected thin sections. 
Selected thin sections were stained with a mixture of 
Ali~aren Red-S and potassium ferricyanide using methods 
oulined by Dickson (1966). A stock solution of Alizaren Red-
s is made by adding 0.2 grams of the reagent to 100 
milliliters of 1.5% HCl. A stock solution of potassium 
ferricyanide is made by adding 2.0 grams of the reagent to 
100 milliliters of 1.5% HCl. · The two solutions are mixed at 
the ratio of 3:2, Alizaren Red-S to potassium ferricyanide. 
Thin sections are emersed in this mixture for 15 to 30 
seconds and then rinsed in water. 
The stain is effective on calcite, ferroan calcite, and 
ferroan dolomite. Calcite is stained pink, ferroan calcite 
9 
is stained purple, and ferroan dolomite is stained blue, 
while non-ferroan dolomite remains unstained. 
Previous Investigations 
Reference to the Boone Formation was first published in 
reports of the Arkansas Geological Survey by Simonds <1891, 
p.27-37>, and Penrose (1891, p.129-138> to designate widely 
outcropping Mississippian units in northern Arkansas. The 
Boone Formation was mapped by Siebenthal in the Joplin min-
ing district <Smith and Siebenthal, 1907), who also described 
the Short Creek Oolite Member and the Grand Falls Chert 
Member. 
The Boone Formation is well-known for its role as host 
to the extensive zinc and lead sulfide· ore deposits of the 
Tri-State District <McKnight and Fischer, 1970). In the 
early 1900's, prompted by the need to understand geologic 
controls on ore distribution, a number of workers began 
studies of stratigraphy and structure. 
Aerial geology of the Wyandotte quadrangle was reported 
in 1908 by Siebenthal, but the information was brief and gen-
eral; a final report was planned but never completed. A map 
of the area prepared by Siebenthal and Messler in 1906-1907 
has been included in several later papers, such as Snider 
<1915>, Ireland (1930), and Reed, Schoff, and Branson <1955). 
A major contribution to the stratigraphy of the Ozark 
area was made by Moore (1928> with his report on the Early 
Mississippian strata of Missouri. His findings and conclu-
1 (i 
sions have influenced the opinions of a number of later work-
ers. Kaiser (1950} has modified some of Moore's conclusions 
in a similar study of southwestern Missouri. 
Other papers relevant to the stratigraphy of the area 
include Cline (1934), Laud on (1939), Spreng (1961)' and 
Weidman ( 1932). Lee ( 1940) published distribution maps of 
major Mississippian units in the subsurface of Kansas. In 
addition, he presented a series of cross-sections which 
provide more detail on the distribution and geometry of 
subsurface Mississippian units of the area than has been 
presented by any other worker to date. 
The first of an important ser-ies of papers by Fowler and 
Lyden, and by Fowler and others, appeared in 1932. This work 
provided the first concise subdivisions of the Boone Forma-
tion and were widely accepted by geologists and operators in 
The units of the Boone were designated, from top the field. 
to bottom, by the capital letters B to R, and their variable 
susceptibility to mineralization was outlined. 
Later papers <Fowler, 1933; Fowler and Lyden, 1934; 
Fowler, Lyden, Gregory, and Agar, 1935; Fowler, 1938, 1942, 
1943; Fowler, Hernon, Conrow, and Stone, 1955) served to 
elaborate or modify the conclusions of the 1932 paper by 
Fowler and Lyden. 
More recent reports.by McKnight and Fischer (1970), and 
Hagni (1976) have been published since the cessation of 
commercial mining operations in the Tri-State District. The 
report by McKnight and Fischer (1970> is a monumental effort 
11 
and has been of very great value during the preparation of 
this document. McKnight and Fischer (1970) discuss in con-
siderable detail the geology of the area and the geology of 
the ore deposits of the Tri-State. The Boone Formation has 
been subdivided into seven members by them, and stratigraphic 
correlatives are identified. Unfortunately, mapping is 
incomp~ete at this time. 
To date, three of the seven members described by 
McKnight and Fischer (1970) have been mapped in or near the 
northeastern Oklahoma study area. 
Limestone (Siebenthal and Messler, 
Included are the St. Joe 
1907>, the Grand Falls 
Chert <Smith and Siebenthal, 1907>, and the Short Creek 
Oolite <Speer, 1951>. 
Structures of the area have been mapped by a number of 
previously mentioned early workers. Extensive field work 
conducted in preparation for the new State geological map 
<Miser, 1954> was summarized in a report on the geology of 
the Ozark flanks by Huffman <1958>. Deep drilling was uti-
lized by Brockie, Hare; and Dingess (1968) to identify sever-
al new structures. McKnight and Fischer (1970> have 
presented summaries of many of these structures, as they 
pertain to the Picher mining field. Nodine-Zeller and 
Thompson (1977), have reported several new structures on the 
basis of foraminifera and conodont correlations. Denison 
(1981) has mapped the Precambrian basement surface in north-
eastern Oklahoma, and discussed Precambrian structural 
evolution in. the area. Patterson (1986) has reported that 
12 
the Seneca Fault may represent wrench faulting in northeast-
ern Oklahoma. 
Very little has been written concerning the environment 
of sedimentation for the Boone Formation or any of its mem-
bers. McKnight and Fischer (1970) provided very general 
conclusions when necessary to their discussion of the strat-
igraphy of the Boone. One exception is in their discussion 
of crinoidal-bryozoan mounds which occur in the lower Boone. 
Harbaugh <1957) was first to report on these bioherms, and 
provides detailed descriptions of several localities, par-
ticularly in areas to the south of the current study area. 
More general reports by Lane <1978), and by Gutschick 
and Sandberg (1983) provide discussions of regional sedimen-
tation in early to middle Osage <Lower to Middle Mississipp-
ian> time. The period of time considered is in both cases 
slightly before Short Creek time, but an understanding of the 
general setting has proved to be useful to the discussions 
presented in this report. 
Only very general accounts of the petrography of non-
mineral ized Boone lithologies have been published <McKnight 
and Fischer, 1970), but outcrops used in stratigraphic 
correlations have been described in detail (Moore, 
Cline, 1934; Laud on, 1939; Kaiser, 1950; Harbaugh, 
1928; 
1957; 
Huffman, 1958; Spreng, 1961; McKnight and Fischer, 1970). 
The author is not aware of any published accounts which are 
concerned with the diagenesis of the Boone Formation, 
of its members. 
or any 
13 
Purpose of Investigation 
The need for a more detailed understanding of the 
petrologic and depositional aspects of the Boone Formation 
was recognized, and became the basis for this investigation. 
Petrology, as defined by the American Geological Institute 
(1976>, refers to a study of the origin, occurrence, struc-
ture, and history of rocks. On this basis, a general under-
standing of Boone stratigraphy was required in order to 
properly interpret field and laboratory observations. 
This report is not intended to provide clear answers to 
the stratigraphic problems which have concerned numerous 
workers for over three-quarters of a century. Rather, it is 
intended to provide the reader with a gross summary of the 
voluminous literature on the subject, and to set the stage 
for a discussion of depositional environments; particularly 
that of the Short Creek Oolite. 
It was decided that the study of a single Boone Forma-
tion member would provide more detailed results than a gener-
al study of the entire formation. The Short Creek Oolite was 
chosen because of its unique lithology, 
crops have been mapped <Speer, 1951). 
and because its out-
This investigation is intended to provide detailed pet-
rographic descriptions of the Short Creek Oolite, along with 
interpretations concerning its environment of deposition, and 
diagenetic modifications. A thorough understanding of these 
aspects is far from complete, so there is considerable poten-
14 
tial for future research, particularly in the areas of mapp-
ing, facies occurrence and distribution, and diagenesis. 
CHAPTER II 
OUTCROP GEOLOGY 
Exposures of the Short Creek Oolite 
The Short Creek Oolite Member of the Boone Formation 
crops out widely in th~ stl. .. 1.rty area <Figure 3). Topographic 
relief is typically very low in the study area except along 
major surface drainage systems. The surface is drained by 
the Neosho and Spring Rivers and their confluence marks the 
head waters of Grand Lake. Stream cuts commonly produce 
spectacular exposures of the Boone Formation, and the area is 
popular among sportsmen. These exposures are typically very 
steep escarpments and may be accessible only by boat. 
Many e>:posures developed in stream and road cuts have 
been visited by the author during the course of this 
investigation and three have been chosen for detailed 
analysis (Figure 3). Outcrops chosen for detailed study 
share certain attributes, namely, high quality exposures of 
the Short Creek Oolite and adjacent strata, and overland 
accessibility. 
15 
Figure 3. Geologic map of exposures in the northeastern 
Oklahoma study area, including outcrops of the 
Short Creek Oolite Member 
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Outcrop 1 
General 
Outcrop 1 <NE1/4, Sec.29, T27N, R24E> was described from 
exposures along the Neosho River near its confluence with the 
Spring River, in the Twin Bridges State Recreation Area 
<Figure 3). The exposure was accessed at the intersection of 
US Highway 60 and the Neosho River. The section was measured 
near this point, although the Short Creek and the Baxter 
Springs Members remain beautifully exposed for some distance 
upstream <Figure 4). 
The upper fel<'1 feet o·F the Joplin Member of the Boone 
Formation are exposed above the waters of the Neosho River at 
this locality. The Joplin Member is overlain with apparent 
conformity by the Short Creek Oolite Member. The Short Creek 
is separted from the overlying Baxter Springs Member by an 
apparently conformable, but undulatory contact. The lower 
Baxter Springs Member is overlain unconformably by strata of 
Meramec age. Meramec strata exposed at this location include 
the J bed subunit of the Baxter Springs Member and the 
Moccasin Bend Member of the Boone Formation. 
The Joplin Member 
The Joplin Member, at this exposure, consists of medium 
to coarsely crystalline bioclastic limestone and white chert. 
The Joplin Member is highly fossiliferous, with pelmatozoan, 
brachiopod, and bryozoan skeletal debris comprising the bulk 
Figure 4. Photograph of the exposures at Outcrop 1 
20 
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the most commonly identified grains. The chert occurs in 
nodules ranging in diameter from several centimeters to 
several tens of centimeters. These nodules commonly coalesce 
to form a sort of pseudo-bedding. Except for the occurrence 
of the pseudo-bedding, the Joplin is best described as 
massive, or indistinctly bedded <Figure 5). The contact 
between the Joplin and the overlying Short Creek Oolite is 
conformable if not gradational. 
The Short Creek Oolite 
The thickness of the Short Creek Oolite Member is about 
6.5 feet at this location <Figure 5>. The Short Creek is 
slightly fossiliferous throughout th~ section, but is more so 
near its base. Pelmatozoan and brachiopod debris are the 
most commonly identified skeletal fragments. The oolite is 
very well sorted and bedding is typically massive; medium-
scale planar cross-bedding has been observed in the lower 
half of the section. The Short Creek weathers ta a rounded, 
blocky profile and its outer surfaces spall creating the 
impression .of vertical exfoliation. 
helps make it conspicuous in outcrop. 
Its light gray color 
The Short Creek is only slightly siliceous, in contrast 
with much of the Boone Formation. Occasional chert nodules 
occur, particularly near the top of the unit. The chert 
nodules exhibit an originally oolitic texture, and are 
rounded to ellipsoidal. The nodules may reach 1 foot or more 
in diameter. The oolite also becomes slightly glauconitic 
Figure 5. Idealized measured section from Outcrop 1 
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toward the top. 
The contact between the Short Creek and the overlying 
Baxter Springs Member is conformable but undulatory, and 
commonly stylolitic. The two units are separated by a thin 
clayey layer, which is overlain by 2 to 4 inches of purple, 
oolitic chert. The undulatory, clayey and stylolitic contact 
is believed to represent section-thinning as a result of 
overburden stresses. 
The Baxter Springs Member 
The Baxter Springs Member consists of three similar but 
distinct lithologies at Outcrop 1 
feet are extremely cherty, 
<Figure 5). 
with chert 
The basal 4 
occurring as 
ellipsoidal ta highly irregular nodules. Similar nodules of 
fine-grained limestone occur with less frequency. The 
nodules commonly interpenetrate one-another, and are 
surrounded by a fine-grained siliceous matrix. The siliceous 
matrix is clayey, and probably represents insoluble residue 
derived from the dissolution of limestone dur·ing compaction. 
This lithology is believed to represent the L bed subunit of 
the Baxter Springs Member, as described by McKnight and 
Fischer (1970), and is overlain by the K bed subunit of the 
Baxter Springs Member with apparent conformity. 
The K bed subunit of the Baxter Springs Member consists 
of about 4 feet of pale, buff-colored chert at Outcrop 1. 
The chert is massive and relatively featureless with the 
exception of mottling and rare fossil debris, both of which 
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occur throughout the section. Thin sections prepared from 
samples of this chert indicate that the mottled appearance is 
derived from incompletely silicified fossil debris, most of 
which is not identifiable. 
The massive chert is overlain by 2 to 3 inches of fine-
grained to silty limestone, which contains numerous blebs of 
glauconitic, and fossiliferous material. The glauconitic 
material is identical in appearance to the overlying sediment 
of the J bed subunit. The blebs are believed to represent 
the borings of some organism into a hardground developed in 
the upper K bed subunit, with subsequent infilling by 
glauconitic J bed sediments. The K bed subunit of the Baxter 
Springs Member is overlain unconformably by the J bed subunit 
of the Baxter Springs. 
The J bed subunit of the Baxter Springs Member is a 
medium to coarse-grained, highly glauconitic, phosphatic, and 
fossiliferous limestone. Its thickness is only 2 to 4 inches 
as measured at Outcrop 1 <Figure 5). The subunit displays a 
distinctive green color, with small grains of dark phosphate 
and chert, and scattered pelmatozoan debris. As interpreted 
herein, the J bed subunit represents the base of the Meramec 
Series in the study area, and is overlain with conformity by 
the Moccasin Bend Member of the Boone Formation. 
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The Moccasin Bend Member 
The Moccasin Bend Member is the upper-most unit of the 
Boone Formation in the study area, as interpreted by McKnight 
and Fischer (1970>, and herein. The unit has been divided 
into various subunits, but lithologic distinctions between 
the various subunits are often poorly represented <McKnight 
and Fischer, 1970>. 
The basal 1.5 to 2 feet of the unit consists of nodular 
chert and limestone in a clayey matrix, which is very similar 
in appearance to the basal strata of the Baxter Springs 
Member <Figure 5). 
about 2 feet of hard, 
This nodular lithology is overlain by 
dense siliceous limestone with thin 
cherty laminae. The cherty laminae are fairly continuous, 
giving the impression in outcrop of a horizontally-banded 
wall. 
A hard, dense siliceous limestone similar in appearance 
to the siliceous limestone below, continues for at least 10 
feet above the cherty zone. Most of this upper-most 10 feet 
is covered with a red, fine-grained residuum derived from the 
weathering of cherts in the upper Moccasin Bend Member. This 
red, rubbly sediment is common throughout the study area in 
areas underlain by the Moccasin Bend Member. 
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Outcrop 2 
General 
Outcrop 2 <NE1/4, NW1/4, Sec.13, T26N, R23E> was 
described from a stream cut about 3.5 miles east of Fairland, 
Oklahoma <Figure 3). A small outcrop occurs on the east bank 
of the nameless stream, just south of the section road, and 
continues along the cut made for the road. The stream flows 
into Grand Lake a few hundred yards to the south. 
About 1 foot of the upper Joplin Member is exposed above 
the base of a generally dry channel, and is overlain with 
apparent conformity by the Short Creek Oolite Member. The 
Short Creek is separated from the overlying Baxter Springs 
Member by a conformable but undulatory, and locally 
stylolitic contact. The Moccasin Bend Member is not present 
at this locality, having been removed by recent erosional 
processes <Figure 6). 
The Joplin Member 
The Joplin Member consists of medium to coarsely 
crystalline bioclastic- limestone and gray to white chert 
The unit is highly fossiliferous with (Figure 7). 
pelmatozoans and brachiopods being the most commonly 
identifiable skeletal debris. The chert occurs in nodules 
which have coalesced into thin pseudo-beds 1 to 4 inches 
thick. Aside from the pseudo-bedding of the chert, the 
Figure 6. Photograph of the exposures at Outcrop 2 
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Figure 7. Idealized measured section from Outcrop 2 
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Joplin is best described as being indistinctly bedded at 
Outcrop The contact between the Joplin and the overlying 
Short Creek Oolite is apparently conformable. 
The Short Creek Oolite Member 
The Short Creek Oolite Member is 7 to 7.5 feet in 
thickness at Outcrop 2 <Figure 7). The Short Creek is on 
average a well sorted oolitic calcarenite which is sparsely 
fossiliferous. Within about 3 feet of the base, however, 
discontinuous lenses of bioclastic debris have been observed. 
These lenses lack a distinctive geometry but tend to occur as 
thinnly laminated bioclastic grainstones. Pelmatozoan debris 
is the most commonly identified skeletal material. Medium-
scale planar cross-beds have been observed 1 to 2 feet higher 
in the section. Elsewhere in this exposure the unit is 
massive. 
A few chert nodules have been observed near the top of 
the oolite. The chert is light in color and exhibits the 
originally oolitic texture. Nodules of oolitic chert range 
in size from a few centimeters to about 20 centimeters, and 
are commonly ellipsoidal. 
The Short Creek weathers to a rounded, blocky profile. 
A peculiar vuggy porosity is developed locally near the mid-
section of the Short Creek exposure as a result of recent 
karstic dissolution. The vugs range in size from a few 
millimeters to a few centimeters and are commonly partially 
filled by a reddish, clayey residue derived from the 
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overlying strata. 
The contact between the Short Creek Oalite and the 
overlying Baxter Springs Member is conformable, but 
undulatory and locally stylolitic. The two units are 
separated by a clayey seam about 0.5 centimeters thick. 
Th_~ Baxter Spring§__ Me.!!lber 
The basal 
poorly exposed, 
4 feet of the Baxter Springs Member is a 
extremely cherty unit. Rare fine-grained 
nodular limestones occur in the chert and are often 
surrounded by a clayey, siliceous matrix <Figure 7). Bedding 
is best described as massive in this lithology and the rock 
is stained a reddish color. The Ba>:ter Springs is covered 
for 6 to 8 feet above the upper-most exposure of the massive 
chert, but is once again e>:posed for a few feet along the cut 
made for the section road. 
Along the north side of the road cut, the Baxter Springs 
Member consists of nodular cherts and fine-grained limestone 
in a clayey, siliceous matrix, very similar in appearance to 
the basal Baxter Springs sediments at Outcrop 1. The fine-
grained limestones are commonly intraclastic, with micritic 
intraclasts reaching several millimeters in diameter. The 
chert and limestone nodules are irregularly ellipsoidal and 
commonly interpenetrate one another. The fine-grained matrix 
may be soft and clayey or very hard. About 4 feet of the 
nodular lithology is exposed in the road cut. This nodular 
lithology and the more massive .one beneath it are both 
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interpreted herein as representing the L bed subunit of the 
Baxter Springs Member. 
Outcrop 3 
General 
Outcrop 3 CSW1/4, NW1/4, Sec.35, T27N, R24E> was 
described from exposures along State Highway 10 about 2 miles 
southeast of Wyandotte, Oklahoma <Figure 3>. The Short Creek 
Oolite, the Baxter Springs Member, and the basal Moccasin 
Bend Member are exposed for approximately 100 feet along the 
east side of the highway (Figure 8). 
The quality of the exposure is variable along its 
length. The Short Creek is uniformly well-exposed, while the 
Baxter Springs and the Moccasin Bend are partially covered by 
soil and vegetation <Figure 9). The Joplin Member is 
apparently covered by soil in the drainage ditch on the east 
side of the highway. 
The Short Creek Oolite 
The thickness of the Short Creek Oolite measured at 
Outcrop is 6 feet <Figure 9). Thin sections made from 
samples of the basal strata from this locality indicate a 
complex lithology consisting of ooids and bioclastic debris. 
Petrographically, the sample resembles the upper Joplin 
Member, except that the upper Joplin is not known to contain 
ooids. This lithology is interpreted herein as representing 
Figure 8. Photograph of the exposures at Outcrop 3 
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Figure 9. Idealized measured section from Outcrop 3 
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a gradational contact between the Joplin Member and the over-
lying Short Creek Oolite. 
Throughout the rest of the section the Short Creek is a 
well-sorted oolitic calcarenite with only traces of scattered 
fossil debris, and is very typical of exposures elsewhere in 
the study area. The unit appears massive in outcrop, but 
polished slabs reveal a vague inclined lamination believed to 
represent cross-bedding. 
The Short Creek weathers to a rounded, vertical 
escarpement displaying the typical white to light gray color. 
As in Outcrop 2, vuggy porosity occurs near the middle of the 
unit. Most of the pore volume is filled with a fine-grained, 
reddish sediment derived from the weathering and erosion of 
the overlying Moccasin Bend or the Baxter Springs Members. 
The contact between the Short Creek and the overlying 
Baxter Springs is conformable but undulatory, and extremely 
stylolitic. These stylolites are better displayed at this 
outcrop than at any other visited by the author during the 
course of this study. Peak to peak amplitude may exceed 3 
centimeters, while the wavelength is only a few millimeters 
<Figure 10}. Stylolitization apparently occurred in the 
Short Creek, as a distinctive oolitic texture is preserved. 
Figure 10. High-amplitude stylolitization occurring at the 
contact between the Short Creek and the Baxter 
Springs Members 
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The Baxter Springs Member 
The Baxter Springs Member displays a unique lithology at 
Outcrop 3 and measures only 1.5 to 2 feet in thickness. The 
unit consists of siliceous limestones and nodular cherts, and 
bedding is poorly defined <Figure 9). The limestone is mud-
supported and rather poor! y sorted, with occasional skeleta.l 
debris. Polished slabs of samples taken from this lithology 
almost always reveal small micritic intraclasts, as well as 
vague horizontal lamination. These muddy sediments may 
exhibit a mottled appearance, apparently the result of 
Limestones of the unit are slightly bioturbation. 
glauconitic and phosphatic. Chert occurs as irregular 
lenticular nodules, and is light in color and commonly 
_ mottled. 
The identity of this subunit of the Baxter Springs is 
problematic. As the unit directly overlies the Short Creek, 
it is tentatively identified as the L bed subunit of the 
Baxter Springs Member. It is conceivable, however, that this 
rock represents the I< bed subunit which is now in contact 
with the Short Creek as a result of the dissolution of a thin 
L bed section during compaction. 
The siliceous limestone is overlain by a thin, but 
distinctive, green chert. The chert layer is 2 to 3 inches 
thick and contains occasional blebs or nodules of glauconitic 
and fossiliferous limestone. The green chert may be overlain 
by a thin, 
scattered ooids. 
discontinuous fine-grained limestone with 
The glauconitic blebs occurring in the 
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green chert occur in the fine-grained limestone as well, and 
individual blebs may cross the contact between the two units 
to occur in both simultaneously. 
The glauconitic blebs are believed to represent boring 
by some organism into a hard substrate, followed by infilling 
glauconitic J bed sediments. The hard substrate might have 
resulted from hardground development, or the winnowing away 
of unconsolidated sediments during the erosional emplacement 
of the overlying J bed subunit. 
The J bed subunit is highly glauconitic, and contains 
scattered dark chert pebbles and phosphatic nodules. The 
unit also contains scattered and, on the whole, rather 
abundant pelmatozoan debris. The glauconitic limestone is 2 
to 5 inches in thickne$s, varying locally, and is overlain by 
about 1.5 feet of green, fissile shale. The shale contains 
scattered siliceous and calcareous nodules 1 to 2 centimeters 
in diameter. The green shale is interpreted herein as 
representing an upper phase of the J bed subunit at Outcrop 
3, and is overlain with apparent conformity by the siliceous 
limestones of the Moccasin Bend Member. 
The Moccasin Bend Member 
The green shale of the upper Baxter Springs Member is 
overlain with apparent conformity by hard, dense, siliceous 
limestones and chert of the Moccasin Bend Member. The lower 
1.5 feet of the Moccasin Bend is a siliceous limestone which 
has weathered to a very rough, irregular and massive surface. 
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The surface of this rock is pitted as a result of the removal 
of lenticular chert nodules during recent weathering. The 
lenticular pits may reach 1 foot or more in length, and are 
commonly 2 or more centimeters in height CFigure 9). The 
chert removed weathers to a gravelly rubble which litters the 
outcrop below. The siliceous limestone has a mottled 
appearance 
sediment. 
suggesting bioturbation of the fine-grained 
A thin siliceous limestone Cl.5 to 2 feet> overlies the 
pitted limestone. Separating the two units is a thin, 
yellowish clayey seam. The thin siliceous limestone differs 
from the one below in that the lenticular cherty layers are 
still in place. Furthermore, this unit exhibits poorly 
defined bedding, with beds ranging in thickness from 2 to 6 
inches. The sediment is finely crystalline and contains 
scattered skeletal debris. 
The poorly bedded limestone is overlain by at least 10 
feet of interbedded siliceous limestone and chert. The basal 
2 to 3 feet of this unit consists of a massive limestone with 
thin, continuous cherty layers, and resembles the 
horizontally-banded Moccasin Bend described at Outcrop 1 
<Figure 9). The horizontally-banded rock is overlain by 7 to 
8 feet of siliceous limestone and chert, each occurring in 
beds 1.5 to 2 feet thick. This upper portion of the outcrop 
is rather poorly exposed, as the chert layers weather to a 
reddish rubble which tends to cover the outcrop below. 
CHAPTER III 
STRATIGRAPHY OF THE BOONE FORMATION 
General Stratigraphic Features 
Rocks exposed at the surface in the northeastern 
Oklahoma study area are predominantly Mississippian and 
Pennsylvanian in age. Lower Paleozoic sediments and the 
granitic Precambrian basement are known from deep drill 
holes. 
The topography and structure of the Precambrian base-
ment in northeastern Oklahoma has been mapped and discussed 
by Denison (1981). He reports <p. 25> that because of the 
rugged topography of the basement surface, the best datum for 
the study of later structures is the top of the Cambra-
Ordovician carbonate strata. He emphasizes (p. 25) his 
suspicion that earlier maps of Ireland <1955) and Dille 
(1956) may be controlled by the density of well data. 
Denison believes that where control is sufficient a rugged 
topography is indicated, but where control is sparse, a more 
gentle surface is indicated. He reports (p. 25) that the 
thickness maps of Arbuckle and younger sediments of Chenowith 
(1968) show the basement surface to be a significant 
influence on the thickness of the overlying sediments and 
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their distribution. 
Lower Paleozoic formations are important aquifers in the 
tri-state area and have been described in detail by Reed, 
Schoff, and Branson (1955) in connection with their study of 
ground water in Ottawa County, Oklahoma. These Lov-Jer 
Paleozoic strata are dominantly dolomite, with lesser chert, 
sandstone, and shale, and include rocks of Upper Cambrian and 
Lower Ordovician age. Locally, the Lower Paleozoic strata 
truncate into the flanks of Cambrian granite knobs, which 
may represent islands in the early Paleozoic seas <Reed, et 
al. , 1955, p. 36). The knobs were subsequently overlain by 
younger sediments <McKnight and Fischer, 1970, p. 14). 
In the northeastern Oklahoma study area, the Lower 
Ordovician Cotter Dolomite is overlain with major 
unconformity by the Chattanooga Shale of Devonian-
Mississippian age <McKnight and Fischer, 1970). The 
erosional surface on which the Chattanooga was deposited was 
a level peneplane of very wide extent (McKnight and Fischer, 
1970, p. 19) • 
The Chattanooga Shale is overlain with apparent discon-
formity by the Boone Formation of Mississippian age (McKnight 
and Fischer, 1970, p. 19}. Stratigraphic relationships and 
correlations with time-equivalent strata are problematic. It 
is generally accepted by recent workers in this area that the 
Boone Formation includes sediments of Osage and Meramec ages. 
The placement of a boundary between the Osage and Meramec 
Series remains a disputed topic among workers in the area. 
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Strata of the upper Boone Formation are overlain locally 
by the Quapaw Limestone of Warsaw or Salem age, with 
uncertain relations (McKnight and Fischer, 1970, p. 55). In 
places where the Quapaw Limestone is not present the Boone 
Formation is overlain unconformably by the Hindsville 
Limestone of Chester age, or the Krebs Group of Pennsylvanian 
age <McKnight and Fischer, 1970, p. 55). 
The Boone Formation 
Reference to the Boone Formation was first published in 
reports of the Arkansas Geological Survey by Simonds <1891, 
p.27-37>, and Penrose <1891, p. 129-138) to designate widely 
outcropping Mississippian units in northern Arkansas. A 
basal part, the St. Joe Limestone, was differentiated shortly 
after by Hopkins (1893, p. 253). The Boone Formation was 
mapped by Siebenthal in the Joplin mining district <Smith and 
Siebenthal, 1907), and two additional members were described: 
the Short Creek Oolite Member and the Grand Falls Chert 
Member. 
The part of the Boone occurring between the St. Joe and 
the Grand Falls Members was named the Reeds Spring Limestone 
by Moore (1928, p. 144). Cline (1934, p. 1134) proposed that 
useage of the term "Boone", which he considered to be a 
synonym of Osage, be suppressed, believing that the term 
"Osage" had clear priority. He also proposed that the St. 
Joe and Reeds Spring Members be raised to formational rank, 
and that the names Burlington Formation, Keokuk Formation, 
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and Warsaw Formation of the standard Mississippian section of 
southeastern Iowa and Illinois be extended into the southern 
Ozark region to apply to equivilant strata in the Boone. 
Moore, Fowler and Lyden ( 1939) adopted the idea of 
extending the standard Mississipian section names into the 
area, although they believed that the Burlington Formation 
did not extend into the Tri-State mining district. These 
authors fitted the informal letter designation of Fowler and 
Lyden \1932) into their new classification. In the letter 
designation of Fowler and Lyden, the Boone is divided into 16 
horizons, labeled II B II to "R", from the top down, and the 
variable susceptibility of each 
outlined. 
to mineralization is 
Although the Boone Formation can be divided into several 
lithologies and faunal units for mapping, this has not been 
completed to date. The Grand Falls Chert Member of the 
Joplin district was mapped by Smith and Siebenthal in 1907, 
and the Short Creek Oolite Member, mapped by Speer in 1951, 
was included in the geologic map of Ottawa County published 
by Reed, Schoff, and Branson in 1955. The St. Joe Limestone 
Member of the Wyandotte quadrangle was mapped by Siebenthal 
and Messler in 1907. 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 19> have stated that they 
do not believe that extension of the standard Mississippi 
valley formation names into the area is practical because of 
differences of opinion regarding the placement of boundaries. 
They retained the term "Boone Formation'' and divided the 
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section into seven members, three of which are new. They 
stated further that some or all of these could rank as 
formations, but are best retained at the lower rank of member 
until mapping is complete. The classification advanced by 
McKnight and Fischer (1970) is useful and is largely followed 
in this study. These authors have also fitted the informal 
letter designations of Fowler and Lyden 
classification <Figure 11>. 
( 1932) into their 
The Osage Series 
A number 
concerning the 
northeastern 
of important 
stratigraphy 
Oklahoma study 
papers have been 
of Osage sediments 
area and adjacent 
published 
in the 
regions. 
Differences of opinion concerning the placement of 
stratigraphic boundaries and age relationships are common in 
the literature. Figure 12 is presented to help the reader 
assimilate the stratigraphic 
important authors. Many of 
interpretations of several 
these interpretations are 
presented in greater detail in the following discussions. 
The St. Joe Limestone Member 
The St. Joe Limestone was named by Hopkins <1898, p. 
150, 253) for a reddish-colored limestone occurring at the 
base of the Boone Formation in northern Arkansas. This 
limestone is widespread, and typically chert-free <McKnight 
Figure 11. Comparison of currently recognized Boone 
tion members with the informal letter 
tions of Fowler and Lyden, 1932 
McKnight and Fischer, 1970) 
Forma-
desi gna--
(Source: 
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Informal letter 
Members of Boone Formation classification 
Series (Fowler and 
Lyden, 1932; 
Fowler, 1942) 
Bed 
B 
c 
D 
Moccasin Bend Member E 
Meramec F 
(Upper G 
Mississippian) H 
J 
Baxter Springs Member K 
L 
Short Creek Oolite Member 
M 
Joplin Member 
Osage N 
(Lower Grand Falls Chert Member 0 Mississippian) p 
Q 
Reeds Spring Member R 
St. Joe Limestone Member 
Figure 12. Comparison of Boone Formation stratigraphy and 
correlation of a number of important authors 
along with the conclusions generated from this 
study; figure 12 is continued on page 55 
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and Fischer, 1970 ' p. 20) • The St. Joe forms the base of 
the Osage series in northeastern Oklahoma, northwestern 
Arkansas, southwestern Missouri, and southeastern Kansas. 
Moore <1928, p. 165, 166) reports that the St. Joe 
resembles the Fern Glen Limestone of southeastern Missouri 
both lithologically and faunally. The St. Joe was believed 
by Moore, Fowler, and Lyden <1939, p. 7) to be equivalent to 
the Pierson and Sedalia Limestones of southwest and central 
Missouri. Kaiser <1950, p. 2151) has demonstrated, however, 
that the St. Joe is younger than the Pierson. Furthermore, 
Kaiser <1950, p. 2160) states that the term "Pierson" should 
be dropped as a synonym of St. Joe because both occupy the 
same stratigraphic position in the Osage series, and because 
they are both practically identical faunally and 
lithologically. Spreng (1961, p. 60) still favors the use of 
"Pierson'', in Missouri, believing that the St. Joe is a 
partial equivalent. In 1934, Cline (p. 1137> proposed that 
the St. Joe be raised to formational rank. 
Moore, Fowler, and Lyden (1939, p. 5), and McKnight and 
Fischer (1970, p. 19> believe that the contact between the 
St. Joe and and the underlying Chattanooga Shale is 
disconformable. Huffman (1958, p. 42> reports the contact to 
be uncon·formable, as indicated by a weathered zone separating 
the two units, and the local absence of the Chattanooga Shale 
beneath the St. Joe. Cline <1934, p. 1139) states that in 
places where the Chattanooga is missing, the St. Joe rests 
unconformably on Ordovician or Silurian strata. This 
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relationship is also reported by McKnight and Fischer (1970, 
p. 21>, who state that drilling record~ sho~ the St. Joe to 
rest with profound unconformity on the Ordovician-age Cotter 
Dolomite in parts of the mining district. A thin sand 
occurring at the base of the St. Joe where it overlies the 
Cotter Dolomite is referred to as the Sylamore Sandstone by 
Moore (1928, p. 110>, and McKnight (1935, p.67). 
Most workers agree that the contact between the St. Joe 
and the overlying Reeds Spring Member is conformable, if not 
gradational. Cline (1934, p. 1141> and Huffman (1958, p. 42) 
report, however, that locally the Reeds Spring overlies the 
Chattanooga, and older strata, with unconformity. 
The Reeds Spring Member 
The Reeds Spring Member was named by Moore (1928, p. 
190> for exposures that occur in southwestern Missouri. The 
Reeds Spring is reported by Laudon <1939, p. 328) to be 
exceptionally fossiliferous at its type location, but only 
sparsely so in northeastern Oklahoma. 
northeastern Oklahoma consists of dark, 
The unit in 
bluish-colored, 
thinnly bedded, extremely cherty limestones, and forms the R 
bed subunit of Fowler and Lyden CFol..iler, 1942). The 
regularity of the thin beds creates the impression of a 
horizonally banded wall in outcrop, as expressed by Moore 
<Cline, 1934, p. 1143). 
McKnight and Fischer <1970, p. 23-26) discuss the 
occurrence of crinoidal bioherms in the Reeds Spring Member 
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of northeastern Oklahoma. The bioherms consist of a muddy 
core flanked by coarse-grained skeletal debris, composed 
largely of crinoids and bryozoans. These authors state that, 
in lithology, the bioherms resemble the underlying St. Joe 
much more closely than the Reeds Spring. In fact, they have 
been classified as St. Joe by Laudon (1939) and Harbaugh 
(1957>. They are believed to be Reeds Spring in age by 
McKnight and Fischer because they occur above a thin 
limestone 
(p. 25>. 
bioherms 
ledge regarded by them as the top of the St. Joe 
Harbaugh <1957, p. 2542, 2543> believes that the 
formed wave-resistant organic structures and 
displayed significant topographic relief which continued for 
some time after the cessation of their growth. He cites the 
sloping of later beds over the massive core as evidence. 
Moore ( 1 928 , p. 191) stated that the Reeds Spring was 
the time-equivalent of at least part of the lower Burlington 
strata. He announced, however, in 1933 Cp. 203, 204) that a 
study of the type section of the Fern Glen Formation near St. 
Louis showed the presence of stratigraphic units correspond-
ing to the Sedalia and Reeds Spring limestones. He stated 
further that a disconformity and a marked difference in 
faunal character served to distinguish the beds of Fern Glen 
age from the succeeding Burlington units. 
Cline <1934, p. 1146} agrees with Moore that the Reeds 
Spring seemed to be of pre-Burlington age. In addition he 
reports (p. 2162) that where the Reeds Spring is not overlain 
unconformably by the Burlington, as in extreme southwestern 
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Missouri, it is overlain unconformably by the Keokuk 
Limestone. Cline states that Cp. 2164-2165) the Burlington 
has been removed by erosion in eastern portions of southwest 
Missouri and was "seemingly never deposited in the Tri-State 
mining district." According to Kaiser C1957, p. 2165) the 
Reeds Spring is overlain unconformably by the Burlington. He 
reports that the Reeds Spring and the St. Joe pinch-out a 
short distance north of Springfield, Missouri, and here the 
Burlington rests on the Northview or Sedalia Formations. 
McKnight and Fischer <1970, p. 26, 27) disagree with 
this interpretation. They cite a written communication from 
Gordon <1965) who reports that fossils from the Reeds Spring 
were pronounced to be clearly of Burlington age. Lane < 1978, 
pp. 169-170) believes that the cherty muds and wackes of the 
Reeds Spring represents sedimentation on the margin of the 
Burlington shelf, and that the underlying St. 
a basinal facies <Figure 13). 
Joe represents 
McKnight and Fischer <1970, p. 27> believe that the 
contact between the Reeds Spring and the underlying St. Joe 
Members is conformable, if not gradational. 
63) is in partial concurrence stating 
Spreng (1961, p. 
that the lateral 
equivilants of the Reeds Spring are the Fern Glen, the Grand 
Falls Member and "possibly the lower Burlington." 
The relationship of the Grand Falls Chert Member of the 
Boone Formation to the underlying Reeds Spring is the subject 
Figure 13. Cross-sectional representation of regional facies 
development <Source: Lane, 1978) 
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of considerable debate. The name was proposed by Siebenthal 
(1907, p. 4) for a prominent cherty bed particularly well 
developed at Grand Falls on Shoal Creek about 10 miles east 
of Baxter Springs, Kansas. The unit includes the N, o, P, 
and Q beds of Fowler and Lyden (Fawler, 1942) however, no 
distinctive lithologic features can be distinguished. As its 
name implies, the unit is composed predominately of chert. 
The Grand Falls at its type location is considered by 
Cline (1934, p. 1142) to be "only a local variant of the 
upper Reeds Spring,'' though he also believes that it is best 
to regard the two as separate formations. This is in agree-
rnent with Moore (1933, p. 203, 204}. Kaiser (1950, p. 2161, 
2162) concurs, stating that the Grand Falls at the type 
locality represents a zone of the upper Reeds Spring formed 
during mineralization of the Tri-State mining district and is 
not a widespread stratigraphic marker. 
In a written communication ta McKnight and Fischer 
(1970, p. 30) dated 1965, Gordan reports that the fauna of 
the Grand Falls is characterized by the earliest appearance 
of several brachiopod species generally regarded as Keokuk 
forms, the most characteristic being Rotaia subtrigona. He 
also reports that the unit contains several Burlington 
species not found in the overlying Joplin Member, and that 
the Grand Falls is an approximate equivalent of the lower 
Keokuk of Van Tuyl (1925, p. 47, 146). 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 31) report the contact 
between the Grand Falls and the underlying Reeds Spring to be 
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one of gradational conformity, or with interfingering between 
the two. They also state (p. 32) that the Grand Falls is 
overlain with apparent conformity by the Joplin Member of the 
Boone Formation. 
The Joplin Member 
The Joplin Member of the Boone Formation is a cherty 
limestone which crops out widely in the Wyandotte quadrangle 
of Oklahoma. The term was coined by Hinchey (1946, p.38) for 
exposures at the Joplin Marble Quarries Company, three miles 
southwest of Joplin, Missouri. The Joplin Member has been 
the major are-producing stratum in the Picher mining field. 
It corresponds to the M bed of Fowler and Lyden (Fowler, 
1942) • McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 32> report that the M 
bed of Fawler and Lyden also includes the overlying Short 
Creek Oolite Member, but that the oolite is so universally 
leached, squeezed, and replaced in the mineralization process 
that it becomes indistinguishable at the top of the M bed. 
Fossils are abundant in the Joplin Member. 
communication to McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 
In a written 
37) , Gordon 
reports that the entire fauna consists of species which range 
upward from the Grand Falls Member. Several species do not 
occur above the top of the Joplin Member. Gardon states 
further that as none of the species is restricted to the 
Joplin, it is the "strong Keokuk flavor of the fauna and the 
absence of any characteristic Burlington or Warsaw elements 
that typify the Joplin fauna." He correlates the Joplin with 
the type Keokuk section of Van Tuyl <1925, 
Keokuk, Iowa. 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 37} 
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p. 142-154) at 
report that the 
Joplin Member overlies the Grand Falls Chert Member with 
apparent conformity, although the "marked change in lithology 
must record an abrupt change in the conditions of deposi-
tion. 11 They view the contact with the overlying Short Creek 
Oolite Member as one of disconformity. 
Two opinions are reflected in the literature concerning 
the nature of the contact between the Joplin Member and the 
overlying Short Creek Oolite Member. One opinion is that the 
contact is one of disconformity, representing the boundary 
between Osage and Meramec sedimentation. The other opinion 
"is that the contact is conformable, and that the boundary 
between Osage and Meramec sedimentation should be placed 
higher in the section. The author is in agreement with the 
latter opinion for reasons which are discussed below. 
The Short Creek Oolite Member 
The Short Creek Oolite is a thin but persistent bed of 
oolitic limestone that crops out widely along the Neosho and 
Spring Rivers and their tributaries in Ottawa County, 
Oklahoma. Much of the outcrop belt in southeastern Ottawa 
County as mapped by Speer <1951) is presented as Plate 1 of 
the Oklahoma Geological Survey Bulletin 72 <Reed, Schaf~, and 
Branson, 1955). Several exposures have been omitted from 
this map, however, particulary along the Spring River and its 
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tributaries <McKnight and Fischer, 1970, p. 37), and along 
the Neosho River upstream from Mudeater Bend. 
The type location as described by Siebenthal (Smith and 
Siebenthal, 1907) occurs along Short Creek near Galena, 
Kansas. 
sistant, 
The unit is lithologically unique and aerially per-
and is commonly used as a stratigraphic marker to 
which other parts of the Boone are tied. Mcknight and 
Fischer (1970, p. 32> report that the Short Creek marks, in 
effect, the top of the M bed subunit of Fowler and Lyden. 
Considerable difference of opinion exists regarding the 
age and stratigraphic correlation of the Short Creek. In 
1928, Moore (p. 232> placed the Short Creek at the base of 
the Warsaw Limestone (Meramec) and reported the existence of 
a disconformity separating the unit from the underlying 
Keokuk Limestone. Spreng (1961, p. 65) agrees, in part, with 
this interpretation though he believes that the boundary 
between the Keokuk (Osage) and the Warsaw <Meramec) must be 
placed arbitrarily. He reports the difficulty in establish-
ing the boundary between the Keokuk and the Warsaw in the 
subsurface and, on this basis, places the Short Creek at the 
base of the Warsaw. Moore (1932) originally regarding the 
Short Creek as the basal member of the Warsaw, now includes 
it in the Keokuk. 
The alteration of Moore's original opinion has served to 
shape the interpretations of many geologists working in the 
area. Authors which have placed the Short Creek in the 
Keokuk include Laudon <1939, p. 331J, Moore, Fowler and Lyden 
(1939, p. 9>, Lee (1940, p. 62>, Kaiser <1950, p. 
Huffman (1958, p. 45). 
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2169), and 
Cline (1934, p. 1155, 1156) places the Short Creek at 
the base of the Warsaw, but believes that the Warsaw is of 
Osage age, not Meramec. Kaiser (1950, p. 2157) also believes 
that the Warsaw is an Osage unit. Kaiser <p. 2171) reports 
that beds of Meramec age are absent in the Tri-State mining 
district, the Warsaw being overlain unconformably by the 
Carterville Formation <Chester). Kaiser is the only worker 
known by this author to conclude that beds of Meramec age are 
absent in the Tri-State mining district. South and southeast 
of the study area Huffman <1958, p. 45, 48-49) reports that 
the Keokuk is overlain with unconformity by strata of the 
Mayes Group <Meramec and early Chester>. 
Two schools of thought exist concerning the placement of 
the boundary between the Osage and the Meramec in this area. 
McKnight and Fischer (1970) are proponents of the idea that a 
disconformity, which they believe separates the Short Creek 
from the underlying Joplin Member, marks the base of the 
Meramec series in the Tri-State region. The other iqea is 
that the boundary occurs well above the Short Creek in the 
section. Many workers place this boundary at the base of the 
J bed subunit of Fowler and Lyden <Fowler, 1942, p. 207). 
The J bed subunit marks the upper-most strata of the Baxter 
Springs Member of the Boone Formation <McKnight and Fischer, 
1970). 
In a written communication to McKnight and Fischer 
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<1970, p. 39>, Gordon recounts the faunal evidence which 
suggested to him that the placement of the Osage-Meramec 
boundary should be made at the base of the Short Creek Oolite 
Member. Gordon reports that brachiopod species o·f the Short 
Creek include a number of late Osage species that range up 
from the beds below, as well as associated early Meramec 
species. Tetracamera arcitirostrata, described originally 
from the oolitic Salem Limestone <Meramec> appears to be 
restricted, in the Wyandotte quadrangle, to the Short Creek 
Oolite Member where it is common (McKnight and Fischer, 
1970). Harginirugus magnus, also originally described in the 
Salem Limestone, is reported by Gordon to occur locally at 
the base of the Short Creek Oolite. 
In a study of the subsurface Mississippian rocks of 
Kansas, Lee C1940) presents convincing evidence of a regional 
transgression whose base is marked by the J bed subunit of 
Fowler and Lyden. Lee's report (1940) describes the 
erosional truncation of the Keokuk, Burlington, and Reeds 
Spring Limestones (Osage) beneath the J bed subunit in 
southeastern Kansas and northeastern Oklahoma. The map 
presented as Figure 14 depicts the line of section CE-F') of 
the cross section in Figure 15. Notice in Figure 15 that the 
oolitic limestone is correlated as the Short Creek by Lee 
(1940, p. 61>, who reports its occasional occurrence in wells 
from Cherokee County to Rice County, Kansas. 
Lee has concluded that the Short Creek Oolite is an 
_Osage unit occurring in the upper Keokuk (1940, p. 61). He 
Figure 14. Map of well locations and li.nes of cross-section 
utilized during the preparation of the cross-
section presented as Figure 15 <Source; Lee, 
1940) 
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states further (p. 65) that because of the well developed 
unconformity at the base of the rocks assigned to the Warsaw 
in Kansas, and the lack of evidence for unconformity in the 
rocks above the base, that the Warsaw is believed to be of 
Meramec age. The interval between the oolite and the 
overlying unconformity is herein interpreted as representing 
the L and V bed subunits of the Baxter Springs Member as 
described by McKnight and Fischer (1970}. 
This author agrees with Lee's interpretation (1940> that 
the Short Creek is an Osage unit overlying lower Osage strata 
1'-li th conf or mi t y. In the northeastern Oklahoma study area the 
.,_.,. 'f<'U) 
Short Creek is overlain with conformity by the Ba;-:ter- Springs"'· .. _,. 
~-s sc. 
Member of McKnight and Fischer (1970). The Osage sediments 
are herein interpreted as representing a progradational 
package which developed in response to a regressing Osage 
sea. Regressive sedimentation ceased as sea level began to 
rise in earliest Meramec time. 
The Baxter Springs Member 
The Baxter Springs Member was named by McKnight and 
Fischer < 1 ·=no, p. 40) for exposures that occur at its type 
location along the Spring River, about 1000 feet south of the 
Oklahoma-Kansas State line. This member consists of three 
different subunits of conspicuously different lithology, 
comprising the J, K, and L beds of Fowler and Lyden <Fowler, 
1942}. McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 40) report that the 
three usually occur in sequence but that the middle subunit 
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<K> changes character locally, overlapping the lower subunit 
(L>, and apparently grading into it laterally. 
All three subunits contain glauconite and phosphatic 
pebbles indicating similarities in the environments of 
deposition. The upper subunit, the J bed of Fowler and Lyden 
(Fowler, 1942), is generally only a few inches thick. 
Glauconite is abundant and is nearly diagnostic for the bed. 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 40) report that their 
interpretation regarding the identity of the unit that in 
certain areas cuts-down disconformably and truncates the 
underlying Ltnit or units differs from that of Fowler and 
Lyden (Fott-Jler, 1942). They state (p. 40) that "we believe 
this ta be the middle unit, or I<" .. bed, whereas they [Fo\.'Jler 
and Lyden] believe it to be the upper unit, or J bed. .. 
In a written communication to McKnight and Fischer 
( 1970' p. 50>, Gordon states that fossils collected from the 
J bed subunit are more closely related to K bed than to any 
other part of the Mississippian section. He thus believes 
that there is no fauna! evidence for a marked hiatus beneath 
J bed as postulated by some geologists. Gordon has observed 
that ffarginirugus magnui is abundant in the Baxter Springs 
Member, and its virtual restriction to the Member and to the 
underlying Short Creek Oolite Member makes it convenient to 
regard these beds as constituting the "Narginirugus magnus 
zone." Beds containing Harginirugus magnus were formerly 
included in the Keokuk by most geologists but, since the work 
of Van Tuyl (1925, p. 184-203), these beds have been included 
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in the Warsaw. Gordon concludes, then, that the Baxter 
Springs Member appears to be at least partially equivilant to 
the lower part of the type-Warsaw section. 
As previously discussed, Lee (1940) has concluded that 
the Short Creek and the overlying sediments, up to the J bed 
subunit, belong to the Keokuk <Osage). Lee's conclusions are 
based on his interpretation of an unconformity at the base of 
the J bed subunit Cp. 63), and a similarity of the chert 
below the Short Creek to that above it <p. 62), and he states 
(p. 65) that the fauna of the Osage and Meramec strata is 
very similar. 
L Bed 
The L bed subunit of the Baxter Springs Member is 
typically a thick unit of pale chert with local interbedded 
fine-grained limestone. Local occurrences of sparsely 
oolitic, and glauconitic chert are present i~ the basal few 
inches. The unit is present in the main part of the 
mineralized area of the Picher field but is truncated at the 
base of the K bed along an irreglar southeast-northwest line 
traversing the western part of the mining field <McKnight and 
Fischer, 1970, p. 40). 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 46) state that bioherms 
are probably developed near the western margin of the L bed 
subunit. The L bed subunit overlies the Short Creek Oolite 
with conformity, and is overlain with both conformity and 
angular discordance <McKnight and Fischer, 1970, p. 43) by 
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the K bed subunit. 
K Bed 
According to McKnight and Fischer (1970, p.43) the K bed 
subunit of the Baxter Springs Member occurs in two different 
facies. They refer to an eastern phase consisting of 
alternating limestone and chert, which resembles the Joplin 
Member (p. 43). Approximately on the western fringe of the L 
bed subunit, the K bed subunit becomes shaly and is referred 
to by them as the western phase <p. 43, 45). McKnight and 
Fischer (1970, p. 45) report that both phases contain local 
occurrences of glauconitic oolite. 
McKnight and Fischer <1970, p. 47) report that most 
exposures demonstrate that the shaly western phase of K bed 
is younger than L bed, 
aniety of the two. 
but some others indicate a contempor-
These authors believe Cp. 47> that the 
lower part of the western phase of the K bed subunit is 
equivalent in age to the L bed subunit occurring further 
east. 
This author agrees with the conclusion reached by 
McKnight and Fischer (1970) concerning the age relationships 
of the L and K bed subunits. Furthermore, as interpreted 
herein, the basal portions of the L and K bed subunits are in 
part equivalent to the Short Creek Oolite. It is believed 
here that the L and K bed subunits were deposited on the 
inner and outer shelves of a regressing late Osage sea. The 
deeper outer shelf waters were separated from the shallower 
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waters of the inner shelf by the prograding oolitic shoal of 
the Short Creek. 
The Meramec Series 
J Bed Subunit 
The J bed subunit of the Baxter Spings Member is a 
highly glauconitic coarse-grained to shaly limestone, 
commonly only a few inches thick but reaching a thickness of 
as much as five feet in the Tri-State mining area <McKnight 
and Fischer (1970, p. 49}. McKnight and Fisher ( 1970, p. 
49) report the occurrence of numerous small phosphatic 
pebbles and scattered fish teeth in basal portions of the J 
bed subunit. 
The upper two inches of the K bed subunit and the base 
of the J bed subunit are commonly traversed by small tubes 
<McKnight and Fischer, 1970, p. 49} which are interpreted by 
them as borings made by some organism. The borings are 
filled with the glauconitic material found in the J bed 
subunit, suggesting the development of a hard ground in the 
upper K bed subunit. Hardgrounds are believed to develop in 
settings characterized by low rates of sedimentation (Leeder, 
1 982 ' p • 291 ) • 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 49) believe that the J 
bed subunit is conformable on the K bed or L bed subunits. 
Where both K and L beds are absent, as in some areas on the 
southwestern fringe of the mining field, they report that the 
J bed subunit rests conformably on the Short Creek Oolite 
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Member. As interpreted by Lee <1940> and herein, however, 
the J bed subunit represents the basal strata of the Meramec 
series, and rests with unconformity on all lower units. 
The Moccasin Bend Member 
The Moccasin Bend Member of the Boone Formation was 
originally described by McKnight and Fischer ( 1970' P• 50) 
for the locality on the Spring River six miles east of Miami, 
Oklahoma. The unit comprises the lettered units from B to H 
of Fowler and Lyden <Fowler, 1942), from the top down. 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p • 51) report that the 
. , 
distinctions are not sharp and may fail, the boundaries 
commonly being gradational. In general, there is a lower 
part comprising the G and H beds, and an upper part 
comprising the B-F beds. 
In a written communication to McKnight and Fischer 
( 1970' p. 54, 55) Gordon reports the occurrence of several 
long-ranging Osage brachiopod species, and several early 
Meramec· species. Gordon has correlated the Moccasin Bend 
Member with the Warsaw Shale <Meramec). 
The Moccasin Bend Member is believed to overlie the 
Baxter Springs Member conformably and is overlain in part of 
the Picher mining field by the Quapaw Limestone of Warsaw or 
Salem age with uncertain relations <McKnight and Fischer, 
1970, p. 55). The author has concluded, however, that 
although the Moccasin Bend Member <Meramec> overlies the J 
bed subunit of the Baxter Springs Member with conformity, the 
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lower subunits of the Baxter Springs are separated from the J 
bed subunit by unconformity. An erosional unconformity is 
indicated by a number of workers who site the truncation of 
older strata against the J bed deposits. 
Limestone is absent the Moccasin 
Where the Quapaw 
Bend is overlain 
unconformably by the Hindsville Limestone (Chester>, or the 
Krebs Group of Pennsylvanian CDes Moines) age <McKnight and 
Fischer, 1970, p. 55}. 
CHAPTER IV 
STRUCTURE OF THE TRI-STATE AREA 
Regional Structural Setting 
Northeastern Oklahoma occupies the southwestern flank of 
the Ozark Uplift, a structure which extends into Missouri, 
southeastern Kansas, and northern Arkansas. Formations 
strike in an arcuate pattern and· are nearly horizonal, 
exhibiting a regional dip of 25 to 50 feet per mile <McKnight 
and Fischer, 1970, p. 72>, away from the axis of the 
structure. The regional dip is interrupted by a series of 
northeast-trending faults and folds, and a series of folds 
trending northwest <Figure 16). 
Huffman <1958, p. 
northeastern Oklahoma 
89) 
is 
believes that deformation in 
closely associated with the 
developing Ozark geanticline. H e reports (p. 89) that 
by southward tilting in pre-Chattanooga time is evidenced 
the northward truncation of many older units, with 
subsequent overlapping by the Chattanooga Shale <Figure 17). 
He states further (p. 89) that renewed southward tilting in 
both pre-Hale <Morrow) and pre-Atoka time is indicated by the 
truncation of the Pitkin (Chester>, and the Bloyd <Morrow) 
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Figure 16. Regional structure of the Ozark Anticline; con-
tours are drawn on the top of Cambro-Ordivician 
strata (Source: Nodine-Zeller and Thompson, 
1977) 
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Figure 17. Cross-section drawn along line in northeast Okla--
homa to represent pre-Chattanooga tilting 
(Source: Huffman, 1958) 
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Formations (Figure 18). 
According to Huffman (1958, p. 89>, major deformation 
occurred in Des Moines time. He reports that the parallelism 
of faults and folds in the area with those of the Arkansas 
Valley syncline suggests a genetic relationship, and believes 
(p. 89) that tensional stresses are responsible for the 
deformation in northeastern Oklahoma. It is Huffman's opin-
ion that tensional stresses occurred as a result of 
stretching across the positive Ozark structure, during the 
loading of the McAlester basin to the south (p. 89>. 
Local Structural Setting 
The low angle of regional dip to the northwest exhibited 
by the Mississippian and Pennsylvanian strata in the study 
area is not uniform, but is interrupted by local folding. 
Features formed as the result of diastrophic stresses are 
often modified by slumpage following the dissolution of the 
carbonate strata <McKnight and Fischer, 1970, p. 72). The 
contributions of each process may be difficult to assess. 
Several important structures interpreted as resulting 
from diastrophic stresses are reported in the literature 
<Fowler and Lyden, 1934; Huffman, 1958; McKnight and Fischer, 
1970; Denison, 1981). Figure 19 illustrates some of the most 
important structures in the northeastern Oklahoma study area, 
including the Miami Trough, the Seneca Graben, and several 
smaller faults and folds. McKnight and Fischer (1970) have 
Figure 18. Cross-section drawn along line in northeast Okla-
homa to represent Early Pennsylvanian tilting 
(Source: Huffman, 1958) 
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emphasized the association of the Miami Trough and 
mineralization in the Tri-State District, reporting Cp. 91) 
that the structure influenced the localization of some ore 
bodies, and may have provided a conduit for the ascension of 
mineralizing fluids <p. 92). 
Deep drilling has shown that the Miami Trough extends 
into the Precambrian basement <Brockie et al., 1968). 
Several northwest-trending structures are known, including 
the Picher anticline, the Bendelari monocline, and the Joplin 
anticline <Figure 20>. The Bendelari monocline is believed 
by McKnight and Fischer <1970, p. 136) to extend into the 
Precambrian basement. The Picher anticline was named by 
Brockie et al. (1968, p. 412) , who reported that deep 
drilling indicates that both the Picher anticline and the 
Joplin anticline are surface expressions of faults at depth. 
Miami TroLillh_ 
The Miami Trough has been described by McKnight and 
Fischer (1970, p. 74) as a "linear combination of syncline 
and graben ..• except that synclinal sag .•• prevails over true 
graben block faulting." The structure crosses the western 
portion of the study area with an average trend of N24E. 
McKnight and Fischer report (p. 74> that, when studied in 
detail, the trough exhibits irregular en-echelon offsets 
between adjacent basins, and any small faults which may be 
present. They also state Cp. 74) that there is no noticeable 
displacement between the two blocks on either side of the 
Figure 20. Map of local structures developed in the Tri-
state District <Source: Brockie et al., 1968) 
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trough. Recent workers <Nodine-Zeller and Thompson, 1977) 
have reported the existence of Keene's fault, which closely 
parallels the Miami Trough in Oklahoma, but swings northeast 
into southeast Kansas, and southwest Missouri <Figure 19). 
The Miami Tr~ugh is reported by McKnight and Fischer 
<1970, p. 74) to vary in width from 300 to nearly 2000 feet 
with vertical displacement reaching nearly 300 feet; 200 feet 
of which is throw across the bounding faults. In one 
location <the Blue Goose No. 1 mine), where the graben 
characteristics are most pronounced, the two bounding faults 
dip toward the graben block at 60 to 70 degrees <McKnight and 
Fischer, 1970, p. 74). 
Seneca Graben 
The Seneca Graben is a persistent, linear structure 
which trends northeast from its origin near Pryor, Oklahoma, 
to its termination near Seneca, Missouri <Figure 19). The 
average strike along the structure is between N40E and N45E. 
McKnight and Fischer ( 1970, p. 73) have described the 
structure as a complex feature in which bounding faults are 
not continuous, but are replaced in many places "first on one 
side and then on the other, or both" by sharply dipping 
strata, forming a tight synclinal sag. They further report 
(p. 73> that even where bounding faults exist, the strata dip 
for some distance toward the graben. Huffman (1958, p. 90) 
reports that these strata dip 10 to 25 degrees toward the 
axis of the structure. 
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McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 73) report that strata 
within the graben block are largely unbroken and horizontal, 
although dips may approach 40 degrees. Huffman (1958, p. 90) 
reports maximum structural displacement to be less than 300 
feet, bringing Atoka, Hale <Morrow), and Fayetteville 
(Chester) strata into contact with the Boone Formation. 
A recent study by Patterson <1986, p. 119) indicates 
that the Seneca Graben may represent a right-lateral wrench 
fault system developed in response to Ouachita collisional 
events. Patterson cites several features <p. 119) as 
evidence of wrenching, including horizonal slickensides, 
mixed stratigraphic offsets, propeller-blade fault planes, 
and a flower structure. 
As evidence of a right-lateral displacement along the 
Seneca structure, Patterson <1986, p. 120) refers to the 
occurrence of strike-slip faults parallel to the trend of the 
Seneca Graben (about N40E>, right-lateral faults oriented at 
N60E to NSOE, left-lateral faults oriented at N60W to NBOW, 
with veins and normal faults trending east-west, and folds 
and a thrust fault which trends north-northwest. He reports 
(p. 120) that the structural sag associated with the 
feature may have a pull-apart origin. 
Bendelari Monocline 
The Bendalari monocline crosses the heart of the Picher 
mining field, trending in a northwesterly direction <Figure 
19). Hagni <1976, p. 460) has described the Picher field as 
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occurring at the intersection of the Miami Trough and the 
Bendelari monocline. McKnight and Fischer <1970, p. 136) 
report the alignment of many linear ore-runs in directions 
which parallel either the Miami Trough or the Bendelari 
monocline <Figure 21). 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 75) describe the north-
west block of the structure as being downthrown, with 
vertical stratigraphic displacement reaching 100 to 140 feet, 
and structural dips reaching about 20 degrees. They also 
report (p. 75) that Chester strata underlying the basal 
Pennsylvanian unconformity are much thicker on the 
downdropped block of the monocline, indicating that the 
structure was developed after deposition of the Chester and 
before, or during, the erosion which marks the base of the 
Pennsylvanian. 
Geology of the Ore Bodies 
The lead and zinc sulfide ore deposits of the Tri-State 
District are recognized as being of the Mississippi Valley 
Type <McKnight and Fischer, 1970>. The worldwide group of 
deposits of the Mississippi Valley Type was discussed in 
detail by Ohle (1959) and many similarites were pointed out. 
These similarities include formation within a framework of 
generally mild structural deformation, a carbonate host 
lithology, simple mineralogy, and the absence of igneous 
intrusives <McKnight and Fischer, 1970, p. 140). 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 92) report that the ores 
Figure 21. Map of underground mine workings developed in the 
Tri-State District <Source: Fowler and Lyden, 
1934) 
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are believed to have been formed from hydrothermal solutions 
derived from a deep-seated magma. These authors believe that 
the solutions ascended along the Miami Trough and other frac-
tures extending into the basement. The solutions then 
migrated along fractures and other conduits in the Lower 
Paleozoic strata until arriving in favorable beds of 
Mississippian age. McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 92) state 
that the sites of ore depostion were partially prepared by 
fracturing, chert brecciation, and some collapse of of the 
beds due to leaching of carbonate, prior to the deposition of 
Pennsylvanian beds. They believe Cp. 92) that mineralization 
occurred at some later time, 
or even later. 
possibly during the Cretaceous, 
All strata in the Boone Formation have been mineralized 
to some extent within the Picher field, as have Chester 
strata, and basal Pennsylvanian beds <McKnight and Fischer, 
1970, p. 134). Certain beds have proven to be far more pro-
ductive than others, however, particulary the Joplin Member 
(essentially the M bed subunit of Fowler and Lyden, 1932). 
CHAPTER V 
DEPOSITION OF UPPER OSAGE STRATA 
General Features 
Recent work by Gutschick and Sandberg (1983) in the 
characterization of the continental margins, and shelfedges 
around the western, southern, and eastern sides of the 
conterminous United States has proved to be very useful in an 
understanding of regional sedimentation patterns during the 
Mississippian. Their work concerns 1.5 million years of 
Middle Mississippian time <the duration of the anchoralis-
latus conodont zone>. This time corresponds to the middle 
Osage, latest Tournaisian, or Mamet foram zone 9 (p. 79). 
Gutschick and Sandberg report that this time was chosen 
because it shows a maximum eustatic rise of sealevel, and is 
characterized by progradation away from the craton of an 
extensive carbonate platform with passive shelfedges. This 
time is just prior to the time o·f Short Creek deposition. 
Gutschick and Sandberg <1983, p. 88) report that shelf 
sedimentation occurred throughout Osage time, but that only 
the Burlington Limestone and time-equivilant strata represent 
the anchoralis-latus Zone. Sedimentation during late Osage 
time, including the Short Creek Oolite, resulted in the 
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deposition of the Keokuk Limestone which, according to Lane 
( 1978, p. 172>, is probably representative of a progradation 
of the Burlington Shelf during early Visean time. 
Figure 22 is a paleogeographic and lithofacies map of 
the conterminous United States at the time of the anchoralis-
latus Zone, as repor·ted by Gutschick and Sandberg (1983, p. 
84). Note especially the proximity of the shelfedge to the 
study area in northeastern Oklahoma, and that the Ozark 
geanticline is interpreted as being emergent. Figure 23 is a 
paleoceanographic and paleobathymetric map of the contermi-
nous United States during the same time. Note especially the 
circulation patterns of surface sea currents, and di rec ti cins 
of upwelling. According to this interpretation, the study 
area in northeastern Oklahoma is the site of upwelling deep 
marine waters, and occurs on a shelf with water depths 
ranging between 25 and 100 meters. The setting is tropical, 
as the study area occurs at about 10 degrees south latitude. 
It is interesting to note the orientation of the 
continent during this part of the Mississiappian. As 
illustrated in Figures 22 and the orientation of the 
North American craton during middle Osage time was about 30 
CO'-tV\'\eA 
degrees clockwise of its present position. This indicates 
that limestones of the Keokuk shelf, including the Short 
Creek Oolite, were deposited along a trend of roughly 5 to 10 
degrees west of the north. 
Paleo-trade winds in the equatorial, southern hemisphere 
Figure 22. Paleogeographic and lithofacies map of the con-
terminous United States drawn for anchoralis-
latus time <Source: Gutschick and Sandberg, 
1983) 
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Figure 23. Paleoceanographic and paleobathymetric map of the 
conterminous United States drawn for anchoralis-
latus time <Source: Gutschick and Sandberg, 
1983) 
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setting would have been from the southeast, as a result of 
the Corialis force <Figure 23). According to the principal 
of the Ekman spiral, as discussed by Leeder <1982, pp. 231-
232)' surface water currents would trend 45 degrees to the 
west of the prevailing wind direction, in the southern 
hemisphere. With a southeastern paleo-trade wind, surface 
currents in the Oklahoma study area would have been roughly 
to the west and, therefore, away from the Keokuk shelf 
<Figure 23>. The movement of surface waters away from the 
shelf may have been responsible for upwelling deep marine 
waters in the area. 
Development and Recognition of Facies 
The Short Creek Oo.l i te is a very well sorted calcareni te 
developed in the high energy conditions of the upper subtidal 
to lower intertidal zones. 
study area it is overlain by, 
bioturbated and intraclastic 
In the northeastern Oklahoma 
and laterally replaced by, the 
mud stones and bioclastic 
wackstones of the Baxter Springs Member. The oolitic facies 
is here interpreted to have developed as a shoal which served 
to restrict marine circulation to large areas of the inner 
shelf. The Baxter Springs Member is composed of two distinct 
facies, including inner and outer shelf facies. 
Figure 24 is a conceptualized depiction of the 
environment of sedimentation which prevailed during early 
Short Creek time. 
scale is implied. 
As lateral dimensions are poorly known, no 
It is the intent of this diagram to 
Figure 24. Idealized diagram of the sedimentary environment 
which prevailed near the end of Short Creek 
deposition 
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illustrate the various micro-environments developed during 
this time, and their effects on sedimentation. The diagram 
is constructed along a line of section <northeast to 
southwest> which is believed by the author to approximate a 
line perpendicular to the depositional strike in the 
northeastern Oklahoma study area. 
Oolitic Shoal Facies 
The Short Creek Oolite is here interpreted to have been 
deposited as an oolitic shoal, which developed in upper 
subtidal to lower intertidal conditions. Ooid formation and 
shoaling occurred in zones of relatively high energy above 
the active wave-base. Progradation of the oolitic shoal onto 
the crinoid-bryozoan meadows of.the Joplin Member occurred in 
response to regressing sea levels. 
As a result of strongly agitated conditions muds are 
absent, having been winnowed away, and the resulting 
calcarenite is extremely well sorted. Bedding in the oolite 
is typically massive but areas of medium to large-scale 
planar cross-bedding have been observed in outcrop. Planar 
cross-bed sets are a result of the migration of straight-
crested dunes and current ripples <Leeder, 1982, p. 88, 89). 
The oolite is commonly glauconitic, particularly near the top 
of the unit. Glauconite commonly forms in agitated shallow 
marine settings characterized by low sedimentation rates, 
where it is often a replacement of fecal pellets <Tucker, 
1981, and Berner, 1971). 
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Ooids have preferentially nucleated about pelmatozoan 
skeletal debris, and less commonly about bryozoan, 
brachiopod, and bivalve skeletal debris. Peloids are 
occasionally observed as ooid nucei, as are rare detrital 
quartz grains. Skeletal debris other than that utilized as 
ooid nuclei is rare in the Short Creek, except in occasional 
locations where thin layers of highly fossiliferous sediment 
occurs within the oolite. These layers are laterally 
discontinuous, and lack a distinctive geometry. They 
probably represent storm deposits or tidal washover lobes, 
with pelmatozoan debris derived from the prolific outer shelf 
crinoidal-bryozoan meadows developed within 
Member. 
the Joplin 
The cortical fabrics of the ooids in the Short Creek are 
variable, consisting of concentric, or a combination of 
concentric and radial fabrics. According to Reijers and ten 
Have ( 1983) cortical fabrics may be useful in the 
interpretation of depositional environments. They report 
that concentric fabrics are developed in shallow, agitated 
settings, while radial fabrics develop in slightly deeper, 
quieter settings, and mixed fabrics are developed in a 
variable hydrodynamic setting. 
Mixed-fabric ooids in the Short Creek display a tendency 
for radial development near the center of the cortex, grading 
to a concentric fabric near the outer margin of the cortex. 
Reijers and ten Have <1983, pp. 194-195> report that the 
radial cortical fabric reflects relatively weak agitation, at 
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a time when the comparitively small ooid is in constant 
suspension. As agitation increases, concentric layers are 
added and, finally, the ooid is deposited as sediment. 
Reijers and ten Have suggest that such an increase in 
agitation may be a result of a regressing sea. 
Inner Shelf Facies 
The bulk of the L and K bed subunits of the Baxter 
Springs Member are here interpreted as representing a back-
shoal or lagoonal facies developed across a broad area of the 
inner shelf during late Osage time. These sediments are 
predominantly mudstones and bioclastic wackestones, commonly 
containing micritic intraclasts. They are believed here to 
be a result of sedimentation in the quiet upper subtidal to 
lower intertidal waters shoreward from the oolitic shoal-
barrier. The sediments overlie the Short Creek Oolite in the 
northeastern Oklahoma study area, as a result of the 
progradation 
regression. 
of 
Conditions of 
the oolitic 
restricted 
shoal during sea level 
marine circulation are 
indicated by the low faunal diversity and density exhibited 
by the inner shelf sediments. Bioclastic debris observed in 
thin section is limited to ostracodes and occasional 
gastropods. In addition, peloids of probable fecal origin 
have been identified. These muddy sediments have been 
completely homogenized by burrowing organisms in most of the 
samples studied, but occasional poorly developed laminae are 
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preserved. These laminae are rich in organic material and 
probably represent colonization by blue-green algae. It is 
relatively common to observe the development of a fenestral 
fabric in these sediments. These fenestrae are now cemented 
by sparry calcite, and lend additional support ta the 
suggestion of algal mat growth in the lower intertidal zone. 
There is no convincing evidence for the existence of a 
supratidal facies in the northeastern Oklahoma study area. 
Consequently the distance from the paleoshoreline remains 
problematic in this area. The local development of sparsely 
oolitic sediments in the K bed subunit <McKnight and Fischer, 
1970, pp. 45, 46) indicates, however, that the subunit was 
periodically e>:posed to the higher energies available in the 
upper subtidal to lower intertidal zones. Furthermore, the 
occurrence of micritic intraclasts suggests that the muddy 
bottom "'as occasionally subjected to periods of higher 
energy, as during storms, or during periods o-f time marked by 
larger than average tidal ranges. 
McKnight and Fischer (1970> have interpreted the K bed 
subunit to consist of two distinct phases, named by them as 
the· eastern and the western facies <p. 43>. They describe 
the eastern facies as consisting of a fine to coarsely 
crystalline crinoidal 1 imestone (p. 44>, and the western 
facies as consisting of a shaly, thin-bedded limestone (p. 
45). Accumulations of a coarse crinoidal limestone have been 
observed by this author to occur just above the Short Creek 
Oolite in one outcrop in the no~thern portion of the Oklahoma 
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study area. These deposits are believed here to represent 
localized accumulations of poorly sorted bioclastic debris 
deposited on the shoreward side of the prograding oolitic 
shoal, possibly during storm surges. The shaly western 
phase occurs as an outer shelf facies, as discus,sed below. 
Rare blebs of length-slow chalcedony <quartzine> are 
observed in some samples, and may represent the replacement 
of evaporitic sulfate minerals <Folk and Pittman, 1971). The 
relative scarcity of such occurrences has led the author to 
believe that the Oklahoma study area is relatively removed 
from the paleoshoreline, and that the tropical setting was 
not an arid one. All of the inner shelf samples studied 
contain small amounts of detrital quartz. These grains make 
up a maximum of only two to three percent of the bulk volume, 
and their very small size <silt> may suggest that they are of 
eolian origin. 
The basal portions of the L bed subunit are extremely 
cherty, with only nodular limestones remaining. These 
nodules are commonly surrounded by a siliceous to clayey 
matrix. The clays in this setting have probably been concen-
trated through the effects of pressure solution acting on the 
fine-grained lime muds. At one locality, a green shale about 
1.5 feet in thickness is well exposed, suggesting the fluvial 
transport of terrigenous elastics, with subsequent deposition 
in quiet subtidal waters of the inner shelf. The local 
occurrences of terrigenous elastics resulting from deposition 
by a probable ·fluvial mechanism lends some support to the 
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author's belief that the environment was relat1veiy humid. 
Outer Shelf Facies 
Sediments of the Baxter Springs Member make up a second 
important facies on the outer shelf of the late Osage sea. 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 46) report that local bryozoan 
or crinoidal bioherms occur in the L bed subunit, west of the 
Picher, Oklahoma mining field. Harbaugh (1957) also reports 
the scattered occurrences of such bioherms but has restricted 
his interpretation of the age represented to, simply, the 
upper Keokuk Limestone. In both of these publications the 
bioherms are described as Waulsortian type mounds and 
suggest, therefore, sedimentation on the distal outer shelf. 
McKnight and Fischer (1970, p. 46) point out that the 
biohermal L bed sLtbuni t thins west of the Picher, Oklahoma 
mining field, and is eventually replaced by sediments of the 
K subunit. They state 
between the limestone 
further (p. 43) that the contact 
of the eastern facies and the shaly 
limestone of the western facies of the K subunit occurs near 
the L bed margin, along an irregular northwest to southeast 
line which traverses the western portion of the mining field 
(p. 40). This change in lithology from crystalline limestone 
to a shaly limestone in an area with known biohermal deposits 
suggests deposition in quiet subtidal waters on distal 
portions of the outer shelf. 
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Environmental Summary 
The Short Creek Oolite and the closely associated Baxter 
Springs Member are believed to have been deposited during a 
' regression of the epeiric Mississippian sea during late Osage 
time. The Short Creek Oolite was deposited as a shoal in the 
high energy of the upper subtidal to lower intertidal zones. 
The most important facies of the L and K bed subunits of the 
Baxter Springs Member in the northeastern Oklahoma study area 
is interpreted as a back-shoal or lagoonal deposit, developed 
in the restricted, upper subtidal to lower intertidal waters 
of the inner shelf. These fine-grained sediments overlie the 
oolite in the study area, and were deposited in response to 
progradation of the oolitic shoal. A restricted setting is 
indicated by the very low faunal diversity and density 
exhibited. 
Bryozoan-crinoidal bioherms are developed in the L bed 
subunit near its western margin. Beyond the western margin, 
of the L bed subunit., the K bed subunit becomes shaly. This 
change in lithology from crystalline limestones to shaly 
limestones, in an area of known biohermal sedimentation., 
suggests deposition on distal portions of the outer shelf. 
A widespread transgression marks the end of regressional 
shoaling-upward sedimentation in the late Osage. The basal 
deposit of Meramec age is now referred to as the J bed 
subunit of the Baxter Springs Member. The J bed subunit is 
extremely glauconitic and phosphatic., and has been observed 
to truncate many older Mississippian units <Lee, 1940., and 
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Huffman, 1958). 
Figure 25 is a cross-section presented in order to 
summarize the various late Osage facies discussed above. As 
lateral and vertical constraints are poorly known, no scale 
is implied. The line of section <northeast to southwest> is 
believed by the author to approximate a line approximately 
perpendicular to the depostional strike of the late Osage 
strata in the northeastern Oklahoma study area. 
Figure 25. Idealized cross-sectional representation of local 
facies developed in the upper Boone Formation 
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CHAPTER VI 
PETROGRAPHY OF THE SHORT CREEK OOLITE 
General Petrographic Features 
and Classification 
The Short Creek Ool i te is a wel 1-sot-·ted ca 1care!1 i l::e 
whose allochemical composition is dominated by ooids. Non-
coated skeletal debris is also observed, but is less 
important volumetrically, as are peloids, and occasional 
oolitic intraclasts. Detrital quartz silt is rarely observed 
and may occur as ooid nuclei. Lime muds are absent in most 
samples examined, although it may become an important con-
stituent in upper portions of the section. 
The samples examined classify as calcarenites with grain 
sizes ranging between 62 and 2000 microns, by the method 
outlined in Tucker (1981). Samples examined constitute 
oosparites or oobiosparites according to the compositional 
classification of Folk <1962>. By the textural classifica-
tion of Dunham <1962>, these samples represent oolitic 
packstones or grainstones, to oolitic skeletal packstones or 
grainstones. 
The oolite in all samples examined has been pervasively 
cemented by calcite. The calcite cement occurs most commonly 
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as an equant, subhedral to anhedral mosaic, or as syntaxial 
overgrowths to echinoderm fragments. Replacement by silica 
may be important in the upper part of the section; silica 
replacement fabrics typically exhibit a microquartz morph-· 
ology, but may grade to a megaquartz morphology. In the 
samples analyzed during the course of this study, primary 
porosities have been observed to be almost totally destroyed 
by perva~ive cementation. Secondary porosity, which is 
essentially oomoldic, has been observed with some regularity. 
Allochemical Constituents 
Ooids 
The oolitic fabric is usually extremely well-sorted with 
ooids ranging in size from 0.125 to 0.625 mm, and averaging 
0.5 mm. Ooids typically comprise an average of about 60 
percent of the bulk volume. 
The ooids have nucleated about skeletal debris, peloids 
and, rarely, detrital quartz or chert. Nucleation is 
preferential about pelmatozoan skeletal debris <Figure 26) 
but brachipod, bryozoan, bivalve, echinoid, and gastropod 
fragments, in approximate order of decreasing abundance, also 
serve as skeletal nuclei. 
Cortical fabrics are variable, consisting of fine-
grained material with a massive appearance, to well-defined 
concentric, or composites of concentric plus tangential 
Figure 26. Photograph of ooid nucleation on pelmatozoan 
skeletal debris; crossed nicols, 100X 
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patterns. Of tnese fabrics, a concentric pattern is most 
commonly exhibited, 
vague <Figure 27). 
although the concentric laminae may be 
Where the composite fabric is developed, 
the tangential pattern always occurs at the center of the 
c~t~, and is gradually replaced by a concentric pattern 
toward the outer margin of the cortex <Figure 28>. 
Much has been written concerning the possible relation-
ships between the cortical fabric and original mineralogy of 
the ooid, or its environment of formation. Leeder (1982>, 
Medwedeff and Wilkinson (1983), and Reijers and ten Have 
<1983> provide a good background for the reader interested in 
studying the basis for such interpretations. 
Superficial Grains 
Superficially coated skeletal debris occurs in many of 
the Short Creek samples examined. These coats might be 
confused with micrite envelopes, except that the coats may 
exceed 100 microns in thickness. The development of super-
ficial coats is most common in association with pelmatozoan 
debris, but may also be associated with brachiopod or bivalve 
debris. 
Superficial coatings are typically developed about large 
skeletal fragments. The diameter of pelmatozoan debris, for 
example, may reach or exceed 0.5 mm. The development or 
preservation of superficial grains appears to be more impor-
tant in portions of the Short Creek section which exhibit 
less than excellent grain-size sorting, and a greater than 
Figure 27. Photograph of ooid co~tex illustrating concentric 
fabric; plane polarized light, lOOX 
Figure 28. Photograph of ooid cortex illustrating composite 
tangential plus concentric fabric; plane pola-
rized light, 100X 

average content of skeletal debris. 
Bggregate Grains 
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Aggregate grains, or grapestones, occur occasionally in 
the Short Creek samples examined. · The aggregates themselves 
may reach about 1 mm in diameter, and are composed of small 
ooids, peloids, and skeletal debris which are surrounded by a 
fine-grained calcite matrix. Ooids in the aggregate average 
only about 0.25 mm in diameter, as do the associated peloids. 
Peloids occur in the Short Creek as lithified fecal 
material (pellets> and as micritized skeletal debris. Often 
this distiction is not clear, 
preferred. 
so the general term peloid is 
Fecal pellets are rounded lumps of micritic material 
which average about 0.25 mm in diameter. The contribution of 
pellets to the nucleation of ooids in the Short Creek is sus-
pected to be significant, although their petrographic identi-
fication is problematic. 
Micritized skeletal debris occurs throughout the Short 
Creek section. These grains are recognized as skeletal de-
bris, but the destruction of detail is so great that their 
biological affinities remain unknown or uncertain. Grain 
sizes are variable, as a function of the size of the skeletal 
debris from which they are formed. 
in size from 0.2 to about 0.4 mm. 
Most are small, ranging 
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Skeletal Debris 
Non-coated skeletal debris in the Short Creek includes 
fragments of echinoderms, brachiopods, molluscs, bryozoans, 
forams, trilobites, ostracodes, and sponge spicules. 
fragments commonly exhibit a high degree of abrasion, 
ative of significant transport or reworking. 
Echinoderms 
These 
indic-
Pelmatozoan fragments are the most common bioclastic 
grains in the Short Creek, ranging from 10 to 40 percent of 
the bulk volume. In many cases this percentage would be 
significantly higher if those fragments which serve as ooid, 
or superficial grain, nuclei were considered. It should be 
noted that in most of the Short Creek samples examined, the 
bulk percentage of pelmatozoan debris ranges between 10 and 
20. Higher concentrations of pelmatozoans occur sporadically 
throughout the section in thin lenses of less well-sorted 
bioclastic sediments. 
Syntaxial overgrowths of calcite are commonly developed 
around pelmatozoan grains (Figure 29>. In samples with rela-
tively abundant pelmatozoan debris, the syntaxial overgrowths 
may become the dominant cement of the Short Creek. 
Bioclastic grains tentatively identified as echinoid 
fragments are rarely observed, contributing only in trace 
quantities to the bulk volume. These grains are identified 
on the basis of mud-filled pores which once served to anchor 
Figure 29. Photograph of syntaxial 
pelmatozoan skeletal 
1 ight, 100X 
calcite overgrowths on 
debris; plane polarized 
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the spines of the organism. 
Brachiopods 
Brachiopod debris occurs throughout the Short Creek, 
with bulk volume percentages ranging from 0 to 5. The frag-
ments are always disarticulated, and usually reflect a high 
degree of abrasion. 
in length to debris, 
in length. 
They may occur as debris less than 1 mm 
or entire valves, which are 20 to 30 mm 
Brachiopods have long been utilized by workers in the 
area as tools for stratigraphic correlation. Several species 
occur within the samples examined, but no attempt to identify 
or classify the various forms has been made by this author. 
Molluscs 
Bivalve and gastropod skeletal debris occurs throughout 
the Short Creek section, in v~ry small quantities. 
bulk volume percentages of each organism is about 2. 
Average 
It is 
common for gastropod debris to occur in slightly higher 
quanlitie~; than bivalve debris in the samples e>:amined. 
Gastropods occur as smal1 and as 
larger uniserial forms. 
now composed of blocky, 
The originally aragonitic tests are 
equant neomorphic calcite, and the 
chambers may be filled with cements or lime mud <Figure 30}. 
Bivalve skeletons are disarticulated and abraded, and 
range in size from small fragments about 0.4 mm to large 
fragments several millimeters in length. n,e bivalve debris 
Figure 30. Photograph of neomorphosed, spar-filled gastropod 
fragment; plane polarized light, lOOX 
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identified occurs as single-layer aragonite <originally>, or 
aragonite plus calcite multi-layers. In all cases, the 
originally aragonitic layers are now composed of blocky, 
equant neomorphic calcite. 
Bryozoans 
Bryozoans of the Short Creek are fenestrate forms, and 
occur throughout the sediment. They comprise from 0 to about 
5 percent of the bulk vol 11me in the samples e>: ami ned. The 
bryozoan ·skeletal debris occurs as slender, fibrous fragments 
which commonly exhibit extensive abrasion <Figure 31). Pri-
mary intragranular porosity is rarely preserved within the 
zoecia. This porosity is generally destroyed as a result of 
calcite c ''mental-ion, or infilling by fine-grained sediments. 
For ams 
Forams are occasionally identified in the Short Creek 
samples examined. Several different foram morphologies have 
been identified, with uniserial or possible biserial forms 
occurring in the greatest numbers. 
Miscellaneous Skeletal Debris 
Trilobites are r-arely identified as non-coated skeletal 
debris or ooid nuclei. The fragments are broken and abraded, 
but usually exhibit the typical undulosic extinction in cross 
polarized light. 
Ostracodes are rare! y encountered in the samples e>~am-
Figure 31. Photograph of bryozoan skeletal debris; plane 
polarized light, lOOX 
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ined. The shells are thin and often disarticulated, but are 
rarely broken. 
Skeletal grains tentatively identified herein as sponge 
spicules occur in many of the samples examined. The spicules 
are monaxons, and typically display a central canal filled 
with lime mud. The spicules are believed to have been origi-
nally opaline in composition, and have since been replaced by 
low magnesium calcite. 
Terrigenous Clastic Constituents 
Detrital Quartz 
Very fine-grained sand to silt-sized particles of de-
trital quartz are common in the samples examined, although 
they never exceed 1 to 2 percent of the bulk volume. The 
grains are well-rounded and may reflect eolian transport. 
The detrital quartz grains are commonly surrounded by 
synta>~ial quartz overgrowths which e>:hi bit euhedral 
terminations <Figure 32). Detrital quartz is occasionally 
observed serving as ooid nuclei. 
Detrital Clays 
Samp 1 es of the Short Creek e>: ami ned are essential 1 y free 
of detrital clays. Clays of probable detrital origin have 
been observed, however, occurring along stylolites which are 
developed in the upper portions of the Short Creek section 
<Figure 33). This insoluble residuum does not occur in 
Figure 32. 
Figure 33. 
Photograph of detrital quartz grain displaying 
syntaxial quartz overgrowth; crossed nicols, 
lOOX 
Photograph of stylolitization 
concentration of insoluble, 
plane polarized light, lOOX 
and associated 
clayey residuum; 
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quantities sufficient to permit mineralogical identification 
by X-ray diffraction, but its low birefrengence and yellow-
brown color in plane light suggests an illitic or chloritic 
composition. 
Diagenetic Constituents 
Calcite Cements 
In the samples of the Short Creek e>:amined during the 
course of this study, primary intergranular and intragranular 
porosities have been observed to be almost totally destroyed 
by the precipitation of calcite cements. The cements 
constitute an important portion of the bulk volume of the 
samples analyzed, and range from about 12 tu 25 percent. 
Cement fabrics observed include a medium to coarse-grained, 
blocky and equant, low magnesium calcite spar, syntaxial 
calcite overgrowths, 
isopachous cement. 
and an irregularly developed early, 
Early Cements 
An early, bladed, cement fabric has been identified in 
several samples examined. The cement has an irregular dis-
tribution and cannot be demonstrated in every sample. The 
morphology of the cement is significant in that it is bladed, 
and not acicular. Individual crystals display a slight 
elongation parallel to the C-Axis, and a euhedral to sub-
hedral rhombic termination <Figure 34). Crystals range in 
Figure 34. Photograph of early, calcitic rim-cements; 
rhombic habit and euhedral termination; 
polarized light, 100X 
note 
plane 
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length from 2.5 to 5 microns, and are oriented so that the C-
axis is normal to the substrate. Although petrographic evi-
dence is limited, 
commonly. 
these cements appear on ooids most 
!;:guant Cements 
The most common cement fabric in the Short Creek is a 
medium to coarse grained, blocky and equant, calcite spar. 
Crystal sizes range between 0.25mm and 0.4mm, with an average 
of about 0.30mm in diameter. The crystals form a subhedral 
to anhedral mosaic and commonly exhibit well developed plane-
compromise boundaries <Figure 35). They are rarely poikilo-
topic, but have been observed to replace peloids. 
Staining with potassium ferricyanide indicates that the 
great bulk of these cements are composed of non-ferroan, low 
magnesium calcite. Somewhat ferroan, equant calcite cements 
are rarely observed in these samples. Where present, the 
ferroan calcite cements tend to exhibit a gradational 
increase in ferrous ion content, toward the pore-interior. 
Syntaxial Calcite Overgrowths 
Uncoated echinoderm skeletal debris is nearly always 
surrounded by syntaxial calcite overgrowths. t.iJhen echinoderm 
debris is abundant, as in local portions o·f the Short Creek 
section, these syntaxial overgrowths may become the dominant 
cement type. Individual overgrowths are typically subhedral, 
and multiple overgrowths form a very coarse-grained subhedral 
Figure 35. Photograph of equant, subhedral mosaic of calcite 
cements; crossed nicols, lOOX 
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mosaic commonly exhibiting well developed plane-compromise 
boundaries and enfacial junctions. These syntaxial cements 
are commonly poikilotopic, including small bits of skeletal 
debris, peloids, or detrital quartz during precipitation. 
Dolomite Cements 
A baroque dolomite which lines fracture surfaces has 
been observed to occur, rarely, in the upper 1 to 2 inches of 
the Short Cr-·eek section at Outcrop 1 <NEl/4, Sec.29, T27N, 
R24E>. This material is believed to represent a late stage 
o·f cementation, and its extent is limited to fractures. 
Staining with potassium ferricyanide indicates that the dolo-
mite is not appreciably ferroan. 
Silica 
Silica in the Short Creek Oolite is largely limited to 
replacement fabrics, and has not been observed to occur as a 
true cement, except as syntaxial overgrowths on detrital 
quartz fragments. Nodules of silicified oolite occur 
sporadically throughout the a typical Short Creek section, 
particularly near its top. In addition, non-nodular silica 
replacements are common near the top of the unit. Chalcedony 
is occasionally observed in the Short Creek, although it 
appears to be limited to the upper portions of the unit. 
Replacement Silica 
Silicification is preferential and has been observed to 
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affect oaids, 
mud. Calcite 
bryazoan skeletal debris and, probably, lime 
cements are not usually affected, nor is 
echinoderm skeletal debris. 
Silicification of the ooids is progressive, beginning at 
the outer cortex margins. The replacement may be partial or 
complete, and the replacement fabric is variable. Silica 
typically exhibits a microquartz fabric near the outer mar-
gin of the cortex, and may grade to a megaquartz fabric as 
the nucleus is approached (Figure 36). Normally, the origi-
nal cortical fabric is destroyed during replacement, but a 
vague concentricity is occasionally preserved. Replacement 
silica is usually colorless, but may become highly colored 
(yellow-brown> as a result of contamination by organic matter 
from the ooid cortex. 
Silicification has been observed to terminate abruptly 
in contact with micrite which occurs sporadically in the 
upper Short Creek. Micrite is largely limited to the upper-
most several inches of the Short Creek, where it filtered 
into the oolitic sediment during the progradation of the 
overlying lagoonal facies. The interooid material now 
silicified was probably micritic, but its lower permeability 
served to locally limit the flow of diagenetic fluids. 
Chalcedony 
Small nodules of chalcedony are occasionally observed in 
tne Short Creek samples examined. Although rare throughout 
most of the section, the frequency of their occurrence in-
Figure 36. Photograph of partially and completely silicified 
Short Creek ooids; crossed nicols, lOOX 
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creases somewhat toward the top of the unit. The nodules 
themselves may reach 0.4 mm in diameter, and are composed of 
radiating fibers of 2 to 3 microns in width, 
microns in length. 
and 100 to 200 
The chalcedony observed is a length slow variety 
(quartzine>, which is believed by Folk and Pittman (1971> to 
represent replacement of sulfate evaporitic minerals (Figure 
37). It is proposed herein that the evaporitic minerals 
probably originated within the back-shoal or lagoonal facies, 
and were transported into the oolitic shoal by storm or tidal 
currents. Silicification probably occurred within the Short 
Creek sediments after transport. 
Glauconite 
Glauconite occurs in trace quantities in many ,of the 
Short Creek samples examined. Its percentage of the bulk 
volume increases toward the top of the unit, where it may 
reach 5 to 10 percent. Glauconite occurs most commonly in 
intraooid areas <Figure 38), and it is commonly observed to 
replace the nucleus and inner carte!-! of the ooid. This 
replacement does not usually result in total destruction of 
the original cortical fabric; the tangential fabric of the 
inner cortex is often preserved. 
Glauconite also occurs as discrete to rather indescrimi -
nate patches within the ooid. These patches tehd to occur 
near the nucleus or inner cortex, but may occur elsewhere in 
the ooid. In interoaid areas, glauconite occurs as small 
Figure 37. Photograph of fibrous, chalcedony nodule; crossed 
nicol s, 100X 
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rounded blebs which are believed to represent the replacement 
of fecal pellets. 
In silicified ooids, silica may replace all parts of the 
ooid except those occupied by glauconite. In these ooids 
glauconite occurs near the center of the cortex and silica 
replaces the remainder of the cortex <Figure 39). 
Glauconite may also occur along microstylolites in the 
upper portions of the Short Creek. This glauconite commonly 
occurs in association with a yellow-brown clay mineral which 
resembles illite or chlorite. 
Pyrite occurs in very small quantities in many of the 
Short Creek samples examined. It typically appears as small, 
rounded nodules, or as anhedral to subhedral crystals. 
Isolated crystals of rhombic micro-dolomite occur 
throughout the Short Creek section. 
only about 100 microns in diameter, 
The crystals average 
and occur only in trace 
quantities. Dolomite was detected by X-ray diffraction, 
although in most samples analyzed the peaks are ratty and of 
very low intensity <Figure 40) . Minor dolomitization may 
have resulted during the neomorphism of high magnesium cal-
cite to low magnesium calcite, as a result of Mg 2 + release. 
Figure 38. Photograph of ooid replacement by glauconite; 
crossed nicols, lOOX 
Figure 39. Photograph of ooid replacement by glauconite and 
silica; note that 
total replacement by 
lOOX 
glauconitization 
silica; crossed 
occludes 
nicols, 
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Figure 40. An x-ray diffraction curve from sample OCl-2; 
presented as an example typical of other samp-
les of the Short Creek Oolite 
20 
Powder Diffraction, 
Sample OC 1- 2 
Degrees 28:20-32 
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CHAPTER VII 
DIAGENESIS OF Tl-IE SHORT CREEK OOLITE 
Ooid Genesis 
Despite the great amount of information available in the 
literature, it is fair to say· that the processes of oaid 
genesis are imperfectly understood. The discussion which 
follows is presented in order to summarize some of the most 
important concepts, as they relate to the genesis of ooids in 
the Short Creek Oolite. 
Co~~ical_Fabric as a Function 
of Original Mineralogy 
While some workers propose that all ooids are originally 
aragonitic (Shearman, et al., 1970>, many argue that the 
original mineralogy of ooids is variable <Sandberg, 1975; 
Wilkinson and Landing, 1978; Medwedeff and Wilkinson, 1983; 
and others). According to MacKenzie and Pigott <1981), the 
relative abundances of aragonite versus the calcite phases 
was not constant through time. Furthermore, the primary min-
eralogy of the calcitic ooids was probably variable 
<Kettenbrink and Manger, 1971; and Brand and Veizer, 1983>. 
In a study of the Twin Creek Formation (Jurassic) of 
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Wyoming, Medwedeff and Wilkinson (1983) concluded that the 
ooids present were originally calcitic. They report (p. 110) 
that the gross fabric of the Twin Creeks acids is typically 
radial with banded or concentric fabrics occurring, on occa-
sion, as a function of ooid size. Where bath fabrics occur 
together, the radial arrangement is nearest the nucleus. 
Medwedeff and Wilkinson <1983) also studied modern arag-
oni tic ooids from the Great Salt Lake, and found that (p·. 
113> these acids exhibited "nearly identical relationships 
with respect to ooid size, banding density, and orientation 
of cortical crystals" to the calcitic ooids of the Twin Creek 
Formation. These authors state further (p. 113) that smaller 
calcite and aragonite ooids exhibit similar textural rela-
tionships, suggesting that primary cortical mineralogy is of 
limited significance in predicating cortical fabric. 
Corti£.tl..E~.!:!r:.ic;_as a Function_ 
gf Hydrodynamic_Conditions 
The idea that ooids come into contact with other grains 
more frequently, and with more force, as they grow larger was 
first suggested by Heller, et al. (1980). Heller believes 
that the roles of agitation and abrasion occurring during 
cortex accretion are related to ooid size, and significantly 
modify the cortical fabric during the progressive growth of 
the grain. 
Reijers and ten Have <1983) have reached similar conclu-
sions from their study of the Givetian-Frasnian Portilla 
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Limestone of northwest Spain. Ooids present in portions of 
this unit display variable cortical fabrics including radial, 
concentric, and a composite of the two. Ooids with these 
cortical fabrics occur in distinct zones throughout the study 
area (Reijers and ten Have, 1983, p. 193). 
Reijers and ten Have (1983, p. 194) report that in warm, 
agitated, shallow marine settings with water which is satu-
rated with respect to CaC03, slow precipitation around a 
nucleus results in the formation of cortices with a concen-
tric fabric. Heller et al. (1980) reached similar conclu-
sions regarding experimentally produced ooids, and ooids from 
modern and ancient settings. 
In slightly deeper settings the sea will be weakly agi-
tated, but may still be saturated with respect to CaC03. 
Here, according to Reijers and ten Have <1983, p. 194>, slow 
precipitation around a nucleus results in the development of 
radial cortices. Various authors <Rusnak, 1960; Lareau and 
Purser, 1973; and Heller et al., 1980) have observed similar 
fabrics in ooids from comparable environments, both recent 
and ancient, and Davies et al., (1978) reproduced such ooid 
fabrics in the laboratory. 
Composite cortical fabrics are interpreted by Heller et 
al. , ( 1980) to reflect growth in settings with variable 
hydrodynamic behavior. Reijers and ten Have (1983, p. 194-
195) report that radial crystal growth reflects a period of 
weak agitation in which the comparitively small ooid remains 
in suspension while radial growth occurs. These authors con--
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tinue by stating that with increased agitation, such as might 
result during a slight regression of the sea, the grain could 
roll about accreting concentric layers with tangentially 
oriented crystals. 
Short Creek Ooids 
As was summarized above, determining the original miner-
alogy of the Short Creek ooids is quite problematic; cortical 
fabrics are probably better evidence of hydrodynamic 
conditions than of original cortical mineralogy. Certain 
deductions may be employed, however, to speculate on the 
original mineralogy of the Short Creek ooids. 
An originally aragonitic mineralogy seems unlikely from 
petrographic observations in which aragonitic skeletal frag-
ments have been neamarphosed to low magnesium calcite, with 
the resulting development of an irregular anhedral mosaic. 
It would seem that the ooids, if originally aragonitic, would 
exhibit neomorphic or corrosional effects as well. 
On this basis, the ooids of the Short Creek are 
interpreted as being originally calcitic. It is not possible 
to know whether the phase was low magnesium calcite or high 
magnesium calcite. The precipitation of low magnesium 
calcite in Paleozoic seas is consistent with the findings of 
Brand and Veizer (1983). 
The concentric, radial, or composite fabrics of the 
Short Creek cortices are very similar to those described by 
Reijers and ten Have (1983>. It is probable that the envir-
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onmental setting of the Short Creek approximated the setting 
deduced for the Portilla Limestone. Cortical fabrics of the 
Short Creek ooids are, then, believed to be indicative of the 
hydrodynamic energy predominant during their formation. 
Diagenesis of the Short Creek Oolite 
Discussion and Paragenesis 
Diagenetic modifications in the Short Creek Oolite began 
with the irregular, syndepositional precipitation of a bladed 
carbonate cement. Selective silicification, glauconite 
formation, and the precipitation of pyrite occurred early in 
the shallow burial phase. Inversion of metastable aragonitic 
and high magnesium calcite constituents to low magnesium 
calcite occurred under conditions of shallow burial, as did 
the precipitation of equant and syntaxial calcite cements. 
The unit ~·1as buried to greater depths where tectonic, or 
solution fractures were developed and subsequently filled by 
non-ferroan and ferroan calcites, and occasional baroque 
dolomite. Following uplift, selective dissolution of frame-
work grains has resulted in the creation of secondary poros-
ity which is essentially oomoldic. 
Sediments of the Short Creek have been exposed to each 
of the three diagenetic zones described by Choquette and Pray 
(1970; Figure 41>. Early processes in the Short Creek are 
eogenetic. 
surficial 
As burial removed the sediment from contact with 
fluids, diagenetic processes became mesogenetic. 
Figure 41. The diagenetic zones of Choquette and Pray (1970) 
as utilized in this report 
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Telogenesis begins as the sediments are ..... ~ Upl 1 T t:.C: ... into the 
zone dominated by meteoric fluids. 
Early Diagenesis 
An early, bladed cement appears irregularly throughout 
the Short Creek section. This cement is preferentially 
developed on ooids, and is essentially isopachous. CaC03 was 
precipitated from marine waters under phreatic conditions in 
response to lowered levels of dissolved C02 • The decrease in 
Pco2 probably resulted from losses through agitation, and 
biochemical processes. Although irregular and sporadic, the 
early cements strengthened the sediment, and significantly 
reduced mechanical compaction in the early stages of burial. 
The early, bladed cements are inclusion-free and contain 
no dolomite. Their relict bladed fabric and essentially 
equant rhombohedral termination suggest an original calcitic 
composition (Folk, 1974; Bathurst, 1975; Longman, 1980; 
Wilkinson et al., 1985). Aragonite is typically precipitated 
as acicular crystals, as is high magnesium calcite. The 
cement exhibits none of the morphological features associated 
with the neomorphism of aragonite to calcite, such as 
interlocking anhedral crystals of inclusion-rich low 
magnesium calcite <Wilkinson et al., 1985). 
It is not possible to know whether the bladed cements 
were precipitated as high or low magnesium calcite. Slight 
elongation in the C-axis direction may suggest selective 
poisoning of lattice sites parallel to the other axes <Folk, 
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1974>, indicating a significant Mg2~ activity, but apparently 
not one which might halt the precipitation of calcite 
altogether. This calcite was probably, then, at least some-
what magnesian. 
Early biogenic processes, such as sulfate reduction and 
methane biogenesis probably occurred in the Short Creek, but 
were limited in effect because of a high rate of fluid 
exchange, and an overall aerobic setting. Small quantities 
of biogenic pyrite may have formed locally during this time, 
but most is believed to have formed during dewatering of the 
overlying lagoonal sediments during shallow burial. 
Shallow Burial 
The most important diagenetic modifications observed in 
the sediments of the Short Creek occurred during shallow 
burial of the unit. As the oolitic shoal continued ta 
prograde, its sediments were progressively overlain by 
lagoonal muds of the Baxter Springs Member. Mechanical 
compaction occurred in both the oolitic facies and in the 
overlying muddy facies. Compaction, both mechanical and 
chemical, in the muddy sediment was important in the contri-
bution of ionic and organic solutes which were necessary in 
the cementation and partial replacement of the oolitic 
sediment below. 
Bioqenic Processes 
An early phase in the shallow burial history of the 
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Short Creek is related to biogenic processes occurring in the 
Baxter Springs. Bacterial reduction of nitrate and sulfate! 
along with the formation of ammonia and methane, in an 
anerobic setting, controlled to a large degree the solubility 
of several important mineral phases <Berner, 1971). 
Early, biogenic pyrite is a common constituent of many 
Baxter Springs samples, and the ionic constituents necessary 
for its formation there were introduced to the Short Creek 
sediments, as the muddy facies was dewatered. Early pyrite 
forms framboidal, intergranular crystals in the Short Creek. 
Although pyrite occurs in only small quantities in the Short 
Creek, its distribution throughout the section is widespread. 
Mechanical compaction is responsible for the spalling 
and flattening of the ooid outer cortex, as observed in many 
of the samples examined. Much of this compaction occurred 
before major cementation and replacement and, therefore, pro--
vides a basis for the relative dating of certain events. 
Pore fluids in the muddy Baxter Springs sediments were 
distinctly alkaline, reflecting supersaturation with caco~ 
and a high ammonia content <Berner, 1971; Krauskopf, 1979). 
Bicarbonate and C02 concentrations were elevated as a result 
of anerobic bacterial oxidation of carbohydrates <Berner, 
1971). caco~ solubilities may be increased in the presence 
of dissolved or suspended organic materials <Berner et al., 
1970; Krauskopf, 1979; Mitterer and Cunningham, 1985), so 
precipitation of CaC03 was probably retarded in the organic-
rich muds of the Baxter Springs. The retardation of CaC03 
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precipitation was important in reducing the loss of porosity 
and permeability, through cementation, and in creating a 
solution which was supersaturated with respect to caco~. 
Silicification 
The Baxter Springs Member is extremely cherty, particu-
larly near its base. Siliceous sponge spicules have been 
cited as the principal source of diagenetic silica in a num-
ber of other studies <Pittman, 1959; Wilson, 1966; Namy, 
1974>, and were probably the source of silica for the Baxter 
Springs and Short Creek cherts. Modern hexactinellid sponges 
<glass sponges> are mostly restricted to deep water, while 
Paleozoic forms were common at all depths <Thompson, 1982). 
Spicules observed in the Baxter and Short Creek samples have 
been replaced by a fine-grained, equant mosaic of low 
magnesium calcite. As silicification is known to predate the 
precipitation of equant, and syntaxial cements in the Short 
Creek, the few spicules observed probably escaped silica 
dissolution, and were replaced during the precipitation of 
calcite cements. 
Whereas CaCO~ solubilities are increased in the presence 
of organic material, the solubilities of various silica 
phases are decreased by the presence of organic materials 
<Lovering, 1972>. Common electrolytes in the pore fluids of 
marine sediments, and in particular NaCl <Van Lier et al., 
1960), tend to accelerate the equilibrium of silica in solu-
tion, resulting in dissolution of quartz by unsaturated 
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solutions, and precipitation of quartz from supersaturated 
solutions (Lovering, 1972). 
Siliceous spicules were dissolved or replaced, particu-
larly in the Baxter sediments, to produce a fluid which was 
saturated or supersaturated with respect to silica. A 
solution which is supersaturated with respect to silica is 
metastable under moderately alkaline conditions <Lovering, 
1972>. Replacement of CaCO~ by silica, and the precipitation 
of quartz in the Baxter and Short Creek sediments resulted, 
and was probably accelerated as the Pcoz derived from biogen-
ic processes increased. The increase in Pcoz would tend to 
drive the pH of the solution down, thereby increasing the 
solubility of Caco~, and decreasing the solubility of silica; 
because silica was less soluble than caco~, replacement 
occurred <Ames, 1961). 
Silicification postdates early mechanical compaction in 
the Short Creek as evidenced by petrographic observations. 
This type of replacement commonly occludes the precipitation 
of the later, equant and syntaxial calcite cements. In 
addition to replacement silica, syntaxial quartz overgrowths 
were developed on sand to silt-sized fragments of detrital 
quartz, which are present throughout the section, and which 
occasionally serve as ooid nucei. The wide distribution of 
diagenetic silica, though not quantitatively important in 
much of the Short Creek section, is evidence of the high 
degree of permeability retained by the oolitic sediment 
during this time. 
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Glauconite 
Based on petrographic evidence, glauconite formation 
began sometime before silicification. Glauconite has been 
observed to replace the cores of ooid cortices while silica 
has replaced the remaining outer cortex. The chemistry of 
glauconite formation is not well known, and glauconite is a 
poorly defined phase. Burst (1958) recognized four materials 
to which the term glauconite was applied: type I is a well-
ordered, high potassium-mica structure and is the true min-
eral, glauconite. Other materials are poorly ordered, or are 
mixtures of clays which are unrelated to glauconite <Burst, 
1958). 
Modern occurrences of glauconite tend to be the more 
poorly ordered types <Bell and Goodell, 1967; Hower, 1961>. 
Hower believes that long-term diagenesis results in the 
ordering of less stable forms into the true mineral phase. 
On this basis, the formation of glauconite in the Short Creek 
was most probably a long-term process which began soon after 
the shoaling oolitic bedform was partially stabilized, and 
continued well into the shallow burial history of the sand. 
Neomorphism of Metastable Phases 
The neomorphism of aragonitic and high magnesium calcite 
bioclastic grains was an important process occurring in the 
shallow burial stage. Originally aragonitic bivalves and 
gastropods clearly.exhibit the curved or interpenetrating 
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crystal boundaries, and the equant, anhedral mosaic textures 
typical of neomorphosed aragonite <Bathurst, 
1987). 
1975; Dorobek, 
The neomorphism of high magnesium calcite grains, such 
as pelmatozoan debris, is controlled by the mol7. of MgC03 
<Walter, 1985>. The replacement of high magnesium calcite by 
low magnesium calcite proceeds by means of a thin-film mecha-
nism <Bathurst, 1975), and the degree of original texture 
preservation is high. 
The release of Mg 2 .... , upon ordering of the high magne--
sium structure, may result in the formation of small dolomite 
rhombs which are scattered through the skeletal fragment, or 
in subsequent cements <Lohmann and Myers, 1977). Such 
dolomites have been observed in the Short Creek samples 
examined, but are rare. The scarcity of this dolomite 
occurrence is regarded herein as evidence of high rates of 
fluid exchange through the Short Creek sediments, which 
flushed the Mg2 + out of the system. Furthermore, the pores 
were probably filled with marine-derived fluids whose Mg/Ca 
was inappropriate for dolomite formation <Krauskopf, 1979). 
Eguant and Syntaxial Calcite Cements 
The precipitation of equant and syntaxial calcite ce-
ments in the Short Creek began during conditions of shallow 
burial. Similar shallow burial cements are reported in the 
literature <Folk, 1974>. The blocky, equant cement forms a 
medium to coarse-grained, subhedral to anhedral mosaic of, 
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typically inclusion-free, low magnesium calcite. The blocky 
cements are not commonly poikilotopic but have been observed 
to replace peloids. Syntaxial cements form subhedral to 
anhedral overgrowths on echinoderm skeletal fragments. The 
syntaxial cements are typically inclusion-free, but are 
commonly poikilotopic. 
Equant and syntaxial cements of the Short Creek are not 
zoned to the extent that compositional distinctions are 
apparent from staining with potassium ferricyanide. The 
staining of Baxter Springs samples has, however, revealed 
that cements in larger pores may become increasingly ferroan 
toward the center of the pore-volume. Ferroan calcite is 
commonly identified as a product of late burial diagenesis 
<Woronick and Land, 1985). It is possible that porosity 
remained open, locally, within the Baxter Springs so that the 
compositional evolution of the cements reflects the 
increasing burial of the sediment. On the basis of the rela-
tive scarcity of ferroan, shallow burial cements in the Short 
Creek, therefore, it is possible to say that depositional 
porosity in the Short Creek was largely occluded before such, 
ferroan cements were precipitated. 
The chemistry of the pore fluids which bathed the Short 
Creek sands was modified through the time of shallow burial 
to reflect the evolution of the Baxter Springs fluids. As 
early biogenic processes neared completion in the Baxter 
Springs, the content of dissolved C02 and organic solutes in 
the Short Creek was decreased. It is also possible that the 
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fluids of the Short Creek were influenced by meteoric waters 
which recharged the carbonate aquifer system in the area of 
its up-dip, on-shore truncation. The mixing of marine 
waters, or marine-derived connate fluids, with meteoric 
waters should serve to decrease the Mg/Ca of the fluid, and 
thereby promote the precipitation of calcite <Berner, 1971; 
Folk, 1974>. 
Pressure solution became significant in the fine-grained 
sediments of the Baxter Springs following initial dewatering, 
and provided an ample source of ions necessary for the pre-
cipitation of equant and syntaxial calcite cements in the 
Short Creek. Some workers <Dunham, 1969; Bathurst, 1975) 
reported that cementation models based on Caco~ from a remote 
source, had difficulty in deriving the cement volume exhib-
ited by ancient limestones. On this basis, Dunham (1969, p. 
161) calculated that between 10,000 and 100,000 pore volumes 
of water were necessary for complete cementation by CaCO~. 
Flow models indicate that waters of compaction in sub-
siding basins provide insufficient volumes of fluid for major 
cementation <Bonham, 1980). A problem of mass balance is, 
therefore, evident. According to Scholle and Halley <1985), 
this problem is largely circumvented by a model which uses a 
local supply of cementing material derived from the pressure 
solution of nearby sources. High-amplitude stylolites formed 
at the contact of the Short Creek and the Bax te,..· Springs Mem-
bers, as well as the coalescence of chert nodules in the 
Baxter Springs, and the microstylolitization of ooid contacts 
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in the Short Creek are indicative of significant mechanical 
compaction and pressure ~nl~tiu11 \Scholle and Halley, 1985). 
Deeper Burial 
Non-ferroan and ferroan calcite cement, with occasional 
baroque dolomite occurs as fracture-filling precipitates in 
the Baxter Springs and, to a lesser degree, in the Short 
Creek sediments. Fractures in these rocks are subvertical in 
orientation, and were probably developed during deeper burial 
as a result o·f tectonic stresses, or collapse due to solution 
thinning of lower stratigraphic units (McKnight and Fischer, 
1970>. Fractures observed in the Short Creek are largely 
confined to upper portions of the section where silicifica-
tion probably increased their brittle behavior. 
Parted fracture planes in the upper Short Creek may be 
completely cemented, but are commonly only partially filled 
<Figure 42}. Non-ferroan and ferroan calcite cements exhibit 
a blocky to drusy fabric, while rare baroque dolomite 
exhibits characteristic curved cleavage planes and undulosic 
extinction. Non-ferroan calcite is the most quantitatively 
significant late cement, but it may grade into increasingly 
ferroan calcite toward the interior of the pore space. On 
this basis, the precipitation of late, non-ferroan cements is 
believed to predate the precipitation of ferroan cements. 
Baroque dolomite c~ystals are quantitatively 
insignificant in the Short Creek, but their presence, and the 
presence of ferroan calcite cements, is indicative of late, 
Figure 42. Photograph of late, non-ferroan calcite, fracture 
filling cements; crossed nicols, lOOX 
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deeper burial diagenesis (Woronick and Land, 1985>. Radke 
and Mathis (1980> suggest that baroque dolomite is indicative 
of formation in temperatures between 60 and 150 degrees cen-
ti grade. Petrographic evidence is not conclusive regarding 
the relative timing of baroque dolomite formation, with re-
spect to the other late cements. The precipitation of late 
calcite cements might, however, trigger the formation of 
baroque dolomite by increasing the Mg/Ca of the solution to a 
point where dolomite precipitation is encouraged or accel-
erated <Krauskopf, 1979>. 
The baroque dolomite crystals exhibit a rather dirty 
color indicative of the oxidation of ferrous iron (Tucker, 
1981>, possibly as a result of exposure to modern, oxygenated 
meteoric fluids during telogenesis. 
mites are ferroan <Leeder, 1982, p. 
Indeed, most late dolo-
300), but evidence from 
Short Creek examples is inconclusive; staining with potassium 
ferricyanide rarely indicates significant concentrations of 
the ferrous ion in these cements. 
Late Diagenesis <Telogenesis) 
Very late in the diagenetic history of the Short Creek, 
the unit was exposed to meteoric fluids in response to uplift 
and/or erosional denudation of overlying Upper Paleozoic 
sediments. Meteoric pore fluids become acidic following per-
culation through an organic-rich soil horizon, and are 
generally distinctly undersaturated with respect to CaC03 
<Krauskopf, 1979). Equilibrium of the pore fluid with the 
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CaC03 mineralogy must, therefore result in the dissolution, 
or replacement, of CaC03. As discussed previously, the pre-
sence of dissolved organic material, such as that derived 
from an organic-rich soil horizon, may retard this equilibra-
tion allowing the fluid to become supersaturated with respect 
to CaCO~ (Lovering, 1972). Precipitation of very late, low 
magnesium calcites may result in remaining porosity. 
There is no evidence to suggest that the Short Creek 
experienced cementation of the nature described above. In 
fact, it is probable that the tightly cemented Short Creek 
was essentially impervious to very late fluid movement. 
Selective dissolution and the creation of oomoldic porosity 
probably resulted as very late fracturing created avenues far 
the migration of meteorically-derived fluids which were 
undersaturated with respect to CaC03 <Figure 43>. Such very 
late fractures may have formed following the relaxation of 
overburden stresses, or as a result of dissolution, or 
karstification, collapses in underlying stratigraphic units. 
It is not possible to know the extent or distribution of 
secondary porosity development in the Short Creek as subsur-
face data are not available. The Short Creek is reported to 
produce small amounts of ground water in area wells (Reed et 
al., 1955>, however, and because surviving primary porosity 
is extremely rare in the Short Creek samples examined, the 
probability of secondary porosity development in the subsur-
face appears to be high. 
Figure 43. Photograph of secondary porosity development in 
the Short Creek Oolite; crossed nicols, 40X 
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Paragenetic Summary 
Chemical and physical processes which affected the Short 
Creek may be classified on the basis of their occurrence in 
early diagenesis, shallow burial, deeper burial, or late 
diagenesis (telogenesis). Distinctions are not always clear, 
and some processes may transcend these arbitrary boundaries 
(Figure 44). 
Soon after deposition, or contemporaneously with it, an 
early, bladed, and essentially isopachous carbonate cement 
was precipitated under marine phreatic conditions. Equant 
but slightly elongate crystal morphologies suggest an 
original 
unknown. 
calcite mineralogy, although the calcite phase is 
Mechanical compaction and early biogenic processes in 
the Baxter Springs resulted in a solution from which early, 
biogenic pyrite was precipitated in both the Baxter Springs 
and the Short Creek, as shallow burial began. Spicules of 
opaline silica were dissolved, particularly in the Baxter 
Springs, 
quartz, 
to the point of supersaturation with respect to 
while in the presence of dissolved organic material. 
Solution pH was moderately alkaline as a result of its 
saturation or supersaturation with respect to Caco~, 
possible high ammonia content. 
and its 
Compaction was also affecting the oolite, and initiali-
zation of microstylolites or flattening at interooid contacts 
probably began during this stage of shallow burial. 
Figure 44. A schematic representation of the paragenesis of 
diagenetic events which have modified the Short 
Creek Oolite since the time of its deposition 
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Pore fluids expelled from the dewatering Baxter Springs 
flowed freely into the porous and permeable Short Creek sedi-
men ts. Ionic solutes transported from the Baxter Springs 
were responsible for most replacement and cementation of the 
Short Creek sediments during shallow burial diagenesis. 
The formation of glauconite probably began near the end 
of early, marine diagenesis. The glauconite structure be-
comes mare ordered as shallow burial diagenesis proceeds. 
Silicification clearly postdates some compactional 
effects observed in the Short Creek, notably the spalling of 
outer cortical margins. Silicification apparently postdates 
glauconite formation, but has been observed to predate the 
precipitation of equant and syntaxial calcite cements. 
The precipitation of equant and syntaxial calcite cement 
and the neomorphism of aragonitic and high magnesium calcite 
components occurred during later phases of the shallow burial 
stage. In addition, calcitization of any siliceous spicules 
which survived earlier dissolution began at this time. This 
precipitation and replacement occurred in response to lowered 
organic solute concentrations or, possibly, as a result of 
lowered Mg/Ca from the mixing of connate and meteoric fluids. 
The chemical modi~ication of pore fluids in the Short Creek 
resulted in the creation of a solution which was supersat-
urated with respect to CaC03, at a slightly alkaline pH. 
As the Short Creek sediments were buried deeper, they 
were subjected to fracturing by tectonic or solution-collapse 
mechanisms. Non-ferroan and occasional ferroan calcite 
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cements were precipitated in the newly developed fracture 
porosity, along with rare baroque dolomite. It can be 
occasionally demonstrated that the non-ferroan calcite 
cements predate any ferroan phases present. The baroque 
dolomite, which is observed only rarely, is probably the 
latest phase to be precipitated in the Short Creek sediments. 
The formation of the late dolomite might begin only after the 
calcite cements have precipitated, increasing the Mg/Ca of 
the pore fluid sufficiently to encourage dolomite formation. 
The Short Creek and other members of the Boone Formation 
are now exposed at the surface, in the study area, where they 
are in contact with meteoric fluids. Introduction of meteor-
ic fluids into the tightly cemented Short Creek may have been 
facilitated by a stage of fracturing occurring in response to 
the release of overburden, or in response to the solution-
collapse of underlying stratigraphic units. 
The meteoric fluids are undersaturated with respect to 
caco~, and selective dissolution has resulted in the creation 
of poorly interconnected oomoldic porosity. Water wells in 
the area which are completed in the Short Creek are reported 
to produce small quantities of water from the Short Creek, 
suggesting that the development of secondary porosity must be 
regional in scale. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Short Creek Stratigraphy 
The age and stratigraphic correlation of the Short Creek 
Oolite have long been argued by a number of workers. Dispute 
is most commonly associated with the question of placement of 
the Osage and Meramec boundary, and its relation to the Short 
Creek. In summary, it is apparent that two principal 
interpretations exist. In the first, the boundary between 
the Osage and Meramec series is placed at the base of the 
Short Creek, and the contact between the Short Creek and the 
underlying Joplin. Member is· viewed as unconformable or 
disconformable. In the second, the boundary between the 
Osage and Meramec series is placed higher in the section, 
commonly at the J bed horizon of the Baxter Springs Member; 
the contact between the Short Creek and the underlying 
Joplin Member is viewed as conformable, if not gradational. 
Interpretations derived as a result of this research 
lend support to the opinion that the boundary is properly 
placed at the J bed of the Baxter Springs Member, and that 
the contact between the Short Creek and the Joplin Members is 
conformable. Thin-section petrography revealed a gradational 
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contact between the Short Creek and the Joplin at two loca-
tions, and a number of authors have documented the truncation 
of older strata associated with the deposition of J bed. 
Furthermore, interpretations concerning the environment of 
deposition infer that sediments deposited prior to the depo-
sition of the Short Creek were inundated by a late Osage 
epeiric sea, thus, seeming to make unconformity at this time 
an unlikely possibility. 
Structure of the Study Area 
The study area resides on the southwestern flank of the 
Ozark Anticline, and the strata exhibit a gentle regional dip 
of 25-50 feet per mile to the northwest. The regional dip is 
interrupted 
folds, and 
Structural 
by a series of northeasterly trending faults and 
a series of northwesterly trending folds. 
events are believed to have great significance in 
the emplacement of ores throughout the Tri-State District. 
Deposition of the Short Creek 
The Short Creek oolite is believed to have been deposit-
ed as a shoal in a shallow, regressing, late Osage, epeiric 
sea. Conditions of moderate to high energy existed in the 
upper subtidal to lower intertidal setting of ooid formation 
and deposition. The oolitic shoal served to restrict normal 
marine circulation to large areas of the inner shelf. 
Back-shoal or lagoonal sediments are muddy and exhibit a 
reduced faunal diversity. These muds are commonly homogeniz-
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ed by burrowing organisms, although laminae resulting from 
algal colonization is rarely observed. Skeletal debris ob-
served in thin-section includes ostracodes, gastropods, and 
rare sponge spicules. Hexactinellid sponges were probably 
rather prolific, and their spicules are believed to have been 
a primary source of diagenetic silica. 
Outer shelf facies are muddy and contain occasional 
crinoid-bryozoan bioherms. The biohermal deposits are scat-
tered and poor 1 y e>: posed in comparison to the deposits which 
are known to occur in the St. Joe or Reeds Spring Members. 
Regressing conditions caused the Short Creek shoal to 
prograde onto the platform occupied by the Joplin Member, and 
itself be buried by prograding lagoonal sediments of the Bax-
ter Springs Member. There is, therefore, contemporaneity of 
deposition of parts of these three members. 
Petrography of the Short Creek 
The Short Creek Oolite is a very well-sorted oolitic 
calcarenite. Mud has been winnowed away as a result of the 
high energies of ooid formation, and the sediment is best 
classified as an oolitic grainstone or an oosparite. 
The acids are very evenly sized at 0.5mm, and commonly 
nucleate about pelmatozoan debris. Uncoated pelmatozoan 
fragments usually exhibit well-developed syntaxial calcite 
cements. Non-coated skeletal debris comprises only a small 
percentage of the bulk volume of the sediment, but pelmatozo-
an, bryozoan, brachiopod, gastropod, and bivalve debris are 
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fairly common. Rarely observed fragments include foraminif-
era, ostracodes, spicules, and trilobites. 
silt occurs in every sample examined. 
A trace of quartz 
Ooid cortical fabrics are variable and individual corti-
ces may exhibit concentric, tangential, 
tures. Researchers have, for some time, 
or composite struc-
explored the notion 
that cortical fabrics may represent a reflection of the orig-
inal mineralogy of the ooid, or the hydrodynamic conditions 
of its formation. One current hypothesis proposes that the 
cortical fabric of the ooid is an excellent indication of its 
energy of formation, though not a valid means of determining 
the original mineralogy. 
Ooids of the Short Creek are believed to have formed 
under variable hydrodynamic conditions; radial fabrics devel-
op in lower energy settings during the time when the particle 
is small, while concentric fabrics develop during periods of 
higher energy from particles large enough to fall from sus-
pension or collide with one another. A composite fabric 
indicates exposure to both regimes; in all cases where a com-
posite fabric exists, the radial fabric occurs in the center 
of the cortex, and the concentric fabric occurs near the out-
er margin of the cortex. 
Primary porosities of the sediment have been almost 
totally occluded as a result of pervasive cementation by 
calcite. Several cement morphologies have been identified, 
and include a sporadic early, isopachous cement, a later gen-
eration of equant and syntaxial cements, and a late series of 
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calcite and dolomite cements associated with deep burial. 
Secondary, oomoldic porosity is sparsely but, apparently, 
widely developed in the sediment as a result of very late 
exposure to meteoric fluids. 
Diagenesis of the Short Creek 
Diagenetic modifications of the Short Creek sediment 
began soon after deposition with the precipitation of a thin, 
isopachous calcite cement. Precipitation occurred in the 
marine phreatic zone~ sporadically, to yield an originally 
calcite cement. This sparsely developed cement appears to 
have reduced the effects of mechanical 
shallow burial of the sediment. 
compaction during 
The shallow burial history of the oolitic sediment is 
closely tied to that of the overlying lagoonal muds. The 
products of early biogenic diagenesis in the lagoonal muds 
were delivered to the oolite during dewatering of the mud. 
High concentrations of organic molecules retarded the precip-
itation of CaC03 in both the muddy and the oolitic facies. 
These organic constituents probably accelerated the replace-
ment of CaC03 by silica, with both the organic constituents 
and the silica largely derived fr-om the dewatering lagoonal 
muds. Occasional pyrite was precipitated in the Short Creek 
at this time, and the formation of glauconite also began. 
The production of organic constituents declined later in 
the period of shallow burial allowing CaC03 to supersaturate 
the solution. As a result, extensive calcite cementation 
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occurred in the farm of equant and syntaxial cements. These 
cements are responsible for the occlusion of almost all pr-i-
mary porosity. 
L~ter in the history of the sediment, sub-vertical frac-
tures were developed. These fractures are commonly filled by 
a late generation of cements which include ferroan and non-
ferroan calcites, and baroque dolomite. 
E}~posure to meteoric f 1 ui ds undersatur ated with respect 
to CaC03 has become responsible for the creation of 
secondary, oomoldic porosity. These fluids were probably 
introduced by way of very late fractures formed through 
overburden releases or subsidence resulting from the 
dissolution of underlying strata. 
Future Research 
A great deal of work remains to be completed in the 
area. This work need not be limited, of course, to problems 
concer-·ni ng the Short Creek Ool i te Member of the Boone Forma-
tion, or even the Boone Formation itself. Perhaps the great-
est hinderence to a more complete understanding of the 
geology in the area is the lack of mapping which has been 
done. This author proposes that mapping of the Boone Forma-
tion in the tri-state area be completed by mapping the mem-
bers of the Boone Formation described by McKnight and Fischer 
(1970> in the USGS Professional Paper 588. 
Once mapping is completed, the author proposes a thor-
ough revaluation of Mississippian stratigraphy and correla-
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tion in the area, in light of modern concepts of facies 
development and distribution. The author suspects that the 
introduction of these modern concepts, along with strong bio-
stratigraphic evidence, will serve to make sense of problems 
which have plagued workers for many years. 
Still another problem which exists in the author's opin-
ion is the underestimation of structural complexity observed 
in the area. The very small angles of regional dip may belie 
a structural complexity which has been misinterpreted by many 
early workers. 
and conspicuous, 
Although fault and fold trends are distinct 
only the work of Patterson ( 1 '~86) has 
suggested a genetic relationship with wrench-faulting; it is 
the author's opinion that modern concepts of wrench-fault 
tectonics may explain some structural peculiarities which 
have heretofore been unsatisfactorally explained. 
A great deal of work remains, obviously, in the study of 
petrography and diagenesis of the Boone Formation strata. 
Attention should be paid to an understanding of these aspects 
and, in particular, how they are related to facies develop-
ment and the sedimentary environment. 
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